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OF ANOTHER WORLD
THE J EHOVAH ' S WITNESSES
Abstract

WILLIAM WESLEY ZELLNER

Of Another World is an account of how the Jehovah' s Witnesses
recruit new members and retain these convert s in the face of a
skeptical world .
The study also attempts to a dvance a theoretical model toward
a generic and generalized account for conversion to a .group with a
devalued religious perspective.
The morlel: develo!)ec'l by .rohn Lofl:incl ir. his study of -che
member s of the Unification Church , appears with some modification, to
be generalizable to the J ehovah's Witnesses. After modification, the
mode~ is still applicable to members of the Unification Church .
It is argued that the social characteristics of a group are
more important in the conversion process than in the group's message .
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INTRODUCTION
There are two reasons why I undertook a study of the Jehovah's
Witnesses. The first was to produce an accurate and up-to-date account
of how the Witnesses recruit new members and retain these convert s in
the face of a skeptical world.
The second reason for doing this study was to advance a
theoretical model toward a generic and generalized account for conversion to a group with a devalued religious perspective. To further this
end, the applicability of Lofland's model for conversion to such a
group is tested .
In 1964 , John Lofland did a participant-as-observer study of
the then fleJgliug Uu..i.fi-.;c11....i.uu Cr1un.:h in Aml!rica. i-'i embers of this
church are more commonly known as the Moonies.
From his data, Lofland developed a conversion model to which
all the cases he observed conformed. This seveu s tep model consists
of four predispositional factors. These are characteristics an indi-

vidual possesses before encountering the Unification Church ( Lofland,

1964).
1.

2.

~.

The individual must experience an enduring, acutely felt
strain such as job failure or marital discord.
The person must hold a r eligiousl y oriented probl em solving perspective . He or she may well have rejected conventional fai th , but must still view the world in reli gious
terms - must see problems as having religious , as opposed
to political or psych i atric , solutions .
On the basis of the first two characteristics , the individual must define himself as a religious seeker, a person
who is open to new religious outlooks.
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4.

When the person encounters the group, he or she must be
at, or very shortly coming to, a turning point in his or
her life . To convert, a pers on must be at a point when old
lines of action and commitments are completed or have
failed or been disrupted (or are about to be) and when the
opportunity (or necessity of doing something different with
his or her life arises). (For example, he or she may have
just lost a job, been divorced, graduated from school, or
r ecovered from a long illness.)

The last three steps of the seven step design are situational
factors, characteristics of the interaction between the individual and
the group:

5.
6.

7.

The potential convert must form or already possess a close
emotional tie with one or more of the group's members .
Ties with persons outside the group must be nonexistent
or neutralized.
To become an active member requires a movement from verbal
agreement to actually giving one's life to the movement.
Intensive day-to-day interaction wi1:h group members is
necessary.

There are many critics of the kind of research done by Lofland .
The focus of their argument emphasizes external validity, to what other
circumstances , situations, or groups can the findings be generalized .
My purpose was to determine if Lofland's model is applicable to the

membership of the Jehovah ' s Witnesses, a group which on the surface
a ppears to be radically different from the Moonies. It was my research
-hunch that des pite these surface differences, members of both groups
possess t he same psychological characteristics and encounter the same
situational factors.
I chose the Jehovah's Witnesses because the general public has,
through the years, treated the movement with contempt or indifference .

The Witnesses refuse to salute the flag, serve in the military, or
conform to man's law when they view it to be i n confl ict with their

--¥-
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interpretation of the scripture . This belief s ystem led to the jailing
of the group's l eader ship duri ng World War I and to t he jailing of
thousands of rank and file members during World War I I . The attitude
that they are "not of this world" has led t o the ostracism of their
children in the public school systems.
Despite the disapproval of mo st of society and attacks on the
movement by r eligionists, the Society of Jehovah ' s Witnesses continues
to grow . There are more than two million Witnesses world-wide with
slightly more than one fourth of this number in the United States
(Yearbook of J ehovah ' s Witnesses, 1980).
Another reason for choo s ing the Witnesses i s the appar ent
difference in t he social composition of the Moonie and Witness membership . The Witnesses are , for the most part, lower middle class laborer s
with a disdain for education. The Moonies tend to be from higher social

class backgr ounds; most have at least some college education, ar•·:i most
of them are quite young.
My research assumption was that if Lofland ' s tenets were

generalizable to t he Jehovah' s Witnesses, the strength of such a finding would be h eightened by the obvious social differences between the
two groups.

Part one of t hi s dissertation delineates the research strategy
employed in t his study. A case s tudy approach similar to Lofland's was
used.
Part two is devoted to a history of the Unifi cation Church and
The Society of Jehovah's Witnesses. In part three, the belief systems
of both groups is di s cussed . The purpose of these segments is to
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provide the reader with a framework for understanding the social
foundation s of these groups.
Part four is devoted to data collection and analysis . Case
historie s or biographies are used to compare the Witnesses with
Lofland's model. The names of the respondents have been changed to
protect their privacy . It is at this point that Lofland's model is
assessed and suggestions are made to make the model more inclusive.
Part five is devoted to proselytizing and supports of faith
and describes why converts maintain faith in a socially devalued religious perspective. The reasons for conversion to faith are not necessarily the same as those for sustaining commitment. This segment is
not a comparison of the Witnesses and the Unification Church . Cur sory
reading indicates that much change had taken place in the Unification
movement since Lofland' s study, and it would take another dissertation
to describe the evolution of how membership commitment is sus tai~ed.
Finally, part six is devoted to a final assessment of Lofland's
model and implications are made for future study.
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PART 1
RESEARCH STRATEGY
The research strategy employed in this study is similar to that
used by John Lofland in his study of the Unification Church with one
radical departure. Lofland made it clear to the Moonies that he
attended their meetings to do research on social movements. He was able
to do this because there were only twenty-one converts to the Unifica
tion Church during the period of his investigation. They were pleased
to have anyone show up at their meetings, even a sociologist.
Before beginning this study, I knew that I could not be as
candid with the Witnesses. Others have tried and failed. Sociologist
Herbert H. Stroup made the following comments in his 1945 study of the
Jehovah's Witnesses (1945:vi).
I could not obtain that kind of information from the Witnesses
themselves or from their leaders from which a more statistical
report could have been prepared. To the casually interested
person, this failure may signify the lack of hard work on my
part; but this I make bold to claim is too hasty a judgment.
In planning the investigation, I sought to create several ques
tionnaires for use in securing quite different information.
I found, all too quickly, that the questionnaires led to a
lessening of rapport between myself and member Witnesses. Since
the movement is in many ways a secret one, the members were
loathe to give me openly any information. Moreover, the lead
ers issued orders to all local groups that I should not be
aided in any direct way in securing my information.
Without the cooperation of the Witnesses, mine would have been
a feckless study. To ensure the cooperation of the Witnesses, I became
a potential convert. Thus, this was a direct participation study.
James A. Beckford, a British Sociologist, came as close to an
empirical study of the Jehovah's Witnesses as anyone has to this date.
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Beckford (1975:xi) di stributed questionnaires to ten congregati ons in
England, Wales, and the Scottish Lowlands. He was able to get a 78 . 2
percent r esponse. · His questionnaire contained twenty- six question s .
From this he developed a social profile of the Jehova h's Witnesses in
the British Isles. Beckford al so i nterviewed practicing and defected
Witnesses using an open-end questionnaire. From these interviews
Beckford ( 1975) concluded that they supplied invaluable insights into
the subjective experiences of Watch Tower converts and were often able
to cast explanatory light on other inexplicable phenomena.
Both Stroup and Beckford sound a bit apologetic that they could
not get the information they desired using survey techniques . I do not
share their shame. It is my contention that the best way to study
subjective interaction is t o participate actively in such interaction .
For those social scientists who absolutely insist that all good
soci~logy be tied inextricably to theory, please think of me as a
Blumer interactionist with a bent toward ethnomethodology . It is evident in this text that I have great concern for how actors create a
sense of c ommon reality. I am inter est ed in how the members of social
groups come to agree on an impression that there are such things as
rules, definitions, and values.
The focus of this dissertation is a model based on the s ubj ective nature of interaction between members of a gr oup with a socially
devalued religious perspective . Although Lofland was effective with
the participant-as- observer approach , my preference, even in his study,
would have been that of direct observer. By permitting t he s ubject to
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know your intentions, there is the possibility that the same kind of
error that occurs in survey research can occur. Namely, the respondent
reports what he thinks should be rather than what is. I didn't want the
Witnesses posturing for me.
I began my observation of the Witnesses in a rural area in the
midwest. I had no intention of remaining in the small town where the
study had begun. I was there only for a short time and formed no strong
personal tie with any member of that rural congregation. I was, however, able to determine the kind of people that attended the meetings.
Except for a few farmers, the membership was not much different from
the membership in the urban setting where the bulk of information for
this study was obtained.
While in the metro area, I attended meetings at six Kingdom
Halls. Through observation and meeting members of each congregation,
it became abundantly clear that socially and occupationally the
Witnesses attending the meetings were much alike .
As previously noted , the Witnesses do not believe in higher
education. Most are involved in semi-skilled and manual labor. Toiling

with one's hands is considered the ideal. I know no Witness who could
be considered a professional. Many , however , are self-employed. Some
own restaurants, garages, laundromats , and the like . Several partici-

pants in the Bible Study that I regularly attended were involved in
a contract janitorial service. Many Witnesses find it difficult to work

with non-Witnes ses. This may be one of the reasons why so many of them
are involved with small busines s . The manage r s of the janitorial

I
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service had a ready pool of trustworthy labor to draw from as their
busines s grew. All of their employees were members of the congregation .
The congregation where I regularly attended meetings was not
in any way atypical . Though it was in what might be described as a
working class neighborhood , I found little difference in the caliber
of members i n this congregation than in those congregations in
wealthier suburbs.
Suburban Witnesses do pretty much the same kind of work as do
those in the inner city, though they tend to be paid more for it . This
is because most suburban members work in union shops. Many had been
members of inner city ~ongregations and moved to the suburbs as their
circumstances improved.
To secure the necessary data for this dissertation , I developed
an open-end questionnaire using Lofland's model for conversion as the

basis

Most of the information obtained came from conversations with

Witnesses who attended the regular Tuesday night Bible study. The

Tuesday night study was the most informal of Witness gatherings . Many
- Witnesses arrived early enough to chat and stayed around a half hour or
so after the meeting ended.
After each meeting, I would return home and tape my observations. I would then record the information gathered on questionnaire
forms that I had prepared for each Witness . The forms were used for
the purpose of uniformity and ease in evaluating data . I , of course ,
did not ask such questions as "Were you at a time in your life "·hen
you were experiencing unusual strain of some sort? " or "When you first
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encountered the J ehovah ' s Witnesses were you at or coming to a turning
point in your life?" The questions were put to the respondents in a
conversational way. Sometimes the questions were never asked . The
Witnesses often gave me the information I was looking for in routine
conversation. Converts tend to talk about what their lives were like before they were converted. The responses are as close to word for word
as I was capable of recall .
Though I had been attending Witness functions for more than
a year, the data was collected between February of 1980 and January

of 1981. Many hundreds of hours were spent in this process.
The questionnaires eventuated into biographies from which
generalizations can be made. I was able to complete eighteen questionnaires or, if you will , biographies. Unlike the Moonies, there are many
second, third , and fourth generation Witnesses. I completed questionnaires only on those who were converts. It must be conjectured that
those who convert to a religious per spective are different than tho se
who are born to a perspective.

Apart from attending regular meeti ngs, I was enrolled i n a home
Bible study. Every week , on Wednesday evening, an elder from the congregation I selected for study would come to my home to _prepare me for
membership into the group.
Near the completion of the study, I participated in three _
proselytization effort s with the Witnesses. These efforts are described

in the final chapter of this dissertation.
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Also, during the course of thi s study, I had the good fortune
to be able to teach several sections of a course entitled Extraordinary
Groups . This allowed me to interview members of the Unification Church
and compare this group membership with the church members Lofland knew.
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PART

2

HISTORY OF THE JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES AND THE UNIFICATI ON CHURCH
The Jehovah' s Witnesses - Charles Taze Russel l
Charles Taze Russ ell was born in 1852 i n Allegany , Pennsylvania, a s uburb of Pittsburgh . Both parents, Joseph L. and Eliza
Russell, were of Scottish-Irish de scent . Little is known about Mr s .
Rus sell, who died when Charles was nine (Beckford, 1975; Harrison ,
1978; Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945).
The Russells were religious people, members of the Presbyterian
Church . An exact date does not appear in Witness l iterature, but sometime during h is adolescence , Russell converted to the Congregati onal
Church . Ostensibl y : Russell shifted becaus e he preferred the mor e
liberal attitudes of the Congregationalists (Harrison, 1978 ).
Apparently young Russell was precocious i n both business and
liturgical matter s . His father, a haberdasher , own ed a chain of five
shops. After only a few years of formal education , Charles joined his
father in the business . Watchtower sources s tat e that, at the age of
eleven, Charles drew up a contr act formalizing the arrangements with
his father (Harrison, 1978).
By day, Charles sol d shirts . At night, he studied the Bible.
He was mo st interested i n the prophetical books, particul~rly Daniel.
By the t ime he was fourteen , he was on the s treets with colored chalk
writing scripture on the sidewalk. Hi s mini stry, if it can be called
that, was to save manki nd f r om the eternal torment of hell ( Harrison,
1978 ) .
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At age seventeen , Russell encountered a spiritual crisis. He
was no longer able to accept the concepts of eternal punishment and
predestination . A progressive, Russell saw humanity as in a state of
suffering . During his youth, there was an industrial depression . Labor
was held in ruthless bondage by a hierarchy of the advantaged; the
Rockefellers , the Mellons, the Carnegies (Harrison , 1978) .
Rus sell saw revolt on the horizon . He declared that "The old
order of things must pass away, and the new must supercede it .. •• •. The
change will be violently opposed by those advantaged by the present
order . " Russell wrot e that "Revolution world-wide would be the outcome,
resulting i n the final destruction of the old order and the introduction and establishment of the new" (Harrison , 1978:43) . Thi s looks like
an excerpt from Das Kapital , but there is no i ndication that Russell

ever read Marx. Russell had a religious problem-solving perspective,
and he believed that the new order would fulfill the prophecy of Daniel
12:4: "But thou, I Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even
to the time of the end :

many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall

be increased" (Harr ison , 1978 ).
During his religious renunciation which lasted about a year,
Russell stated "I'm just going to forget the whole thing and give all
my attention to business. If I made some money, I can use that to help
suffering humanity, even though I cannot help do them any good
spiritually" (Yearbook of J ehovah's Witnesses, 1975 :35).
By the time he was thirty, Russ ell had accumulated $300,000, a
fortune in the 1880 1 s. There is no indication t hat any of this money
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was used to aid mankind in a secular sense. This is not to say that
Russell was afraid to spend money . In the years that followed, Russell
proved that he had no qualms when it came to immersing his personal
fortun e toward the extension of his religious beliefs (Pike, 1954).
Russell' s return to faith came as a result of his contact with
the Second Adventists, a group founded by William Miller in 1829.
Millerite membership was, for the most part, confined to the middle
eastern states. Most of Miller's followers were economically disadvantaged. Miller preached that the second coming of Christ would occur
in 1840. Prophecy failure, of course, had already occurred by the time
Russell encountered the group. Russell thought that the Millerites were
"called of God , " but that their calculations had been incorrect. The
Millerites were the only religious group that Charles Taze Russell did
not totally denounce during the course of his lifetime (Stroup, 1945 ) .
From 1870 to 1875, Russell studied the Bible with a handful
of followers. The Millerites believed that the second coming of Christ
would be visible. They recalculated and decided that the second advent
would occur in 1873 or 1874. Russell felt this prediction was unwarranted . He and his Bible study group determined that the second coming
would occur later, and that His second coming would be invisible. To
set the record straight, Russell published at his own expense, 50,000
copies of a booklet entitled The Object and Manner of the Lord 's Return
(Harrison , 1978; Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945).
Rus sell's following began to grow . One of the first converts
was his father, Jos~ph. The elder Russell lent both emotional and

•
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financial support to his progeny. It is reported that Joseph gave his
son $1,000 to begin his ministry. Charles Taze Russell was twenty-five

when he sold his shar e of the business to become a full-time preacher
(Harrison , 1978; Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945),

In 1880, Russell set his views in writing with the publication
of Food for Thinking Christians. He spent $40,000 of hrs own money on

this project. The most systematic and comprehensive exposition of
Russell's Biblical interpretations can be found in a seven volume set
entitled The Millenial Dawn. The Witnesses claim that more than fifteen
million copies have been distributed. Russell never accepted royalties
for his work (Harrison, 1978; Pike , 1954; Stroup, 1945),

In 1879, the magazine, Zion's Watchtower and Herald of Chri st's
Pre sence beca,.me the official voice of the movement. Russell's
followers, often called Russelites, began to suggest that a new
religious organization be formed. In 1881, The Zion's Watchtower
Society was organized (Harrison, 1978; Pike , 1954; Stroup, 1945),
Charles Taze Russell was a small, thin man with an ascetic
demeanor . A spellbinding speaker, he possessed charm and always
appeared to enjoy meeting peopl e . He welcomed the press and photographers, and a large pictorial account exists of his ministry. He was a
Bible scholar and quoted scripture readily in support of his beliefs.
As he aged, his long white beard gave him the appearance of a sage
pat riarch. He was i ndeed a charismatic (Stroup 1945).
In Russ ell' s time, Society pamphlets sold for five cents . His
books were sold for twenty-five cents. If a potential convert had no
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money , he was given the literature free . This Witness practice has not
changed (Stroup 1945) .
Russell was a tireless worker. While in his twenties, a landlord refused him a lease because he thought Russell would die before
its expiration . He suffered from hemorrhoids and migraine headaches
which were thought to be the result of a youthful fall . Yet it is estimated that in the forty years of his mini stry, he travelled a million
miles, delivered 30,000 sermons, and wrote more t han 150,000 pages of
Biblical exposition. While doi ng this, he managed a world-wide
evangelistic ministry employing more than 700 speakers. Still, it has
been reported that he was often seen standing by his mantel in allnight prayer without changing position (Pike 1954) .
The Witnesses had to overcome several scandals during their
formative years, but none was as far reaching and caused as much chaos
as Russell's marital difficulties . In 1879 , Charles Russell married
Maria Frances Ackley. There were no children . In the early years of
the union, Mrs. Russell worked side by side her ambitious husband. She
answered correspondence and addressed women's groups i n his stead
(Beckford, 1975; Harrison, 1978; Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945).
By 1909 , the marriage had deteriorated to such a point that
Mrs. Russell sued for divorce. Her allegations included a charge that
Pastor Russell had been having untoward relations with female members
of the congregation . It must be pointed out that Russell always denied
these charges. The divorce was granted despite five appeals by Russell
(Beckford, 1975; Harrison, 1978 ; Pike , 1954; Stroup, 1945 ) .
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Mrs . Russell's suit was brought on four grounds. She alleged
that his conceit , egotism, and domination were such that life for a
sensitive women was intolerable ; that his relationship with other women
was improper and that on one occasion he did not speak to her in four
weeks, communicating with her by written message. These missives were,
by her report , reproachful in nature . She also accused him of trying
to isolate her from society in an attempt to have her pronounced insane
in order that he might have her institutionalized . It must be noted
that most of the evidence against Russell was quite circumstantial
( Beckford , 1975; Harrison, 1978; Pike 1954; Stroup, 1945).
There were numerous petty charges against the pastor such as

But two serious scandals, apart from his marital problems , received
-1nuch press attention causing loss of membership (Pike 1954) .
Pastor Russell sold "miracle wheat." In his Brooklyn Church,

he sold bushels of a western wheat that were alleged to have marvelous
properties. The special ->heat, Russell told his con~regation, was proof
·-uiat the world was on the threshold of the millenium, "When the earth

·will yield her increase to such an ei'tent that sweat of brow will not
be necessary in earning one's living. 11 The market value of ordinary
wheat was , at that time, about a dollar a bushel . Rus sell. s old his
wheat fer $60.00 a bushel (Harrison, 1978; Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945).
Russell again came under vigorous press attack, particularly
fr-cm the Brcoklvn E.,~le . Press ~ressure forced Pastor Rus sell to curtail this activity. H~ sued th~ Eagl~ for $100,000. This t ime he lost

(Pike 1954).
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Another adventure that got Pastor Russell into trouble was his
endorsement of a cancer cure, a compound of chloride of zinc. Not only
was the caustic paste an ineffective curative, it was damaging to those
who used it. It is possible that the "cure" may have sped some of his

f ollowers to an early reward (Pike 1954).
Russell was often sued and was quick to use the courts in legal
retaliation. He had unshakable fai th in the invincibility of his own
rightness. Because he was quick to attack Christians of every denomination, it is not surprising that t hose he denounced were often eager
to attack him. The conviction that his interpretation of the Bible was
the only one acceptable to Jehovah made him an anathema to the
religionists of his time (Pike 1954).
On October 31, 1916, while on a nation-wide lecture tour,
Russell died on a Pullman car near Pampa, Texas . In conducting interviews with the Witnesses, I always asked how the movement got its
start. Few had ever heard of Charles Taze Russell (Harrison , ·1978 ;
Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945) .
My first real contact with the Jehovah's Witnesses was with

an elder who came to my home weekly to oversee by home Bible study.
When I asked him how the movement began, he said, "It began in Pennsylvania when a group of Bible students wanted to learn the 'real truth'
by studying the Bible. They studied just as you and I are studying . "
Then, as though it were a footnote, he said, "one of then named Charles

Russell was a little more prominent than the others."
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Joseph Franklin Rutherford
Born in Booneville, Missouri , in 1869, Judge Joseph Franklin
Rutherford was elected president of the Jehovah's Witnesses shortly
after the death of Russell. As a youth, Rutherford rejected traditional
religions (Pike 1954).
Though Rutherford was a prolific writer and an effective
speaker, he, unlike his predecessor, maintained a private life apart
from hi s public l ife. He was married and had one child. There is no
evidence t hat his wife or son ever played a major role in Witness
affair s (Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945) .
J udge Rutherford ' s Witness convictions were tested within a
few months of his election to the Society's presidency. The Unit ed
States was i nvolved i n the First World War. Unlike the war . i n Vietnam,
t here was much pro-war sentiment i n America . Death to the Hun was the
battle cry . The Witnesses do not believe in war for any reason . Also ,
they do not .believe in silence when secular beliefs conflict with the
Witness world view. In 1917 , Rutherford and seven other Witness leaders
-were indicted for viola tion of the Espionage Act . The subs tance of the

indictment charged the Witnesses wit h conspir acy to cause insubordination i n the armed for ces. A second charge accused the Witnesses of
obstructing enlistment because of their anti-war posture . The Witne sses
argued that they owed allegiance to no man, f l ag, or nation; that they
owed allegiance only to Jehovah . They were "of another world" (Pike,
1954; Stroup, 1945) .
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Rutherford and his followers were convict ed, and all but one
was sentenced to serve twenty years in Leavenworth. The seventh man

received a ten year sentence (Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945).
The convicted Witnesses began serving t heir sentences in June
1918 . Rutherford continued his r eligious eff orts in jail. He began a
Bible study gr oup and sent weekly letters which were published in the
Watchtower magazine. A petition for a new trial was filed; and in March
1919, all of the jailed Witnesses were released on bail . By then, the
war was over, and the government chose not to retry the case (Pike,

1954) ,
The manifest intent of convict i ng the Witnesses was to dis~r~dit their l~a d~rship . As often h~ppeP s, w~rs ar e popul~r unti l

people begin to suffer and die. It may be that commitment to combat is
inversely related to the number of families touched by the tragedy of
war . At a ny rate, the jailing of the Witnesses served to elevate their

leadership t o martyrdom, and membership gr ew rapidly in the decade that
followed (Pike , 1954 ) .
While he was Witness president, Rutherford authored more than

a hundred books and pamphlets. As C. T. Russell's publications were
exhausted, they did not go into reprint. Rutherford became the voice
of the Witnesses. As previously noted , f ew contemporary Witnesses know

who Charles Taze Russell was. De spite his twenty-five year s of able
leadership, even fewer Witnesses know anything about Judge Joseph Franklin Rutherford. As his literature was exhausted, it too was not
reprinted (Pike, 1954).
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Today it is impossible to tell who writes Witness literature .
They continue to be prolific publisher s, but literature post-Rutherford
is unsigned and is said to be the product of a committee (Pike, 1954).
On January 9, 1942, Judge J oseph Franklin Rutherford died at
Beth Sarim, a Socie ty owned mansion at San Diego, California . The judge
had a particular fondness for the pl ace and asked that he be buried
on the premises . His r equest was gr anted, and his body was placed in
a hillside crypt. Six months later, without explanation, his coffin
was exhumed and transported to Roseville, New York, were it was
reintered in a Society owned cemetery (Harrison, 1978) .
Beth Sarim was an interesting place. Built in 1929, it served
unti l it s sale, as western headquarters for the Jehovah ' s Witnesses .
However, the f unction it served was not its stated purpose. The Witnesses believe that prior to Armageddon, the prophets of old will r eturn
to gc.vern the nations . Beth Sarim is Hebrew for "house of princes . 11
Abraham, David, Daniel, Moses , and the other prophe ts were to s tay at
Beth Sa r im while perf orming their dutie s. Witness literature refers
to these men as "ancient worthies" (Harrison, 1978; Pike, 1954).
Nathan H. Knorr
Born in Bethl ehem, Pennsylvania, in 1905 , Nathan Homer Knorr
was elected Society president on January 13 , 1942 . Under Russell and
Rutherfo rd, the Society had grown from a religious movement to a fo r mal
organization . The Society, at the time of Knor r ' s election, had considerable financial holdings and a l a r ge working staff. It is not
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surprising that the Society would elect someone with consider able
business and management acumen (Harrison, 1978; Pike , 1954).
Two years after joining the group in 1916, Knorr became a fulltime preacher, but he wasn't assigned to field duty. He spent nine
years on the Brooklyn headquarters staff, then was promoted to general
manager of the pr i nt plant. In that capacity, he managed more t han 200
employees. In 1934, he was elected t o t he board of directors of the New

York Watchtower Society. The following year he was appointed vicechairman (Harrison , 1978 ) .
Witness leaders had been jailed during World War I. During
World War II , it was rank and file members who suffered the brunt of
public ire. Four thousand male Witnesses were jail ed for fai lure to
comply with the draft. Their argument continued to be that they were
"of another world" (Harrison, 1978; Pike, 1954).
The Witnesses refused to salute the flag, claiming it to be
an i dolatrous image created by man. Their children became targets in

public school systems. Barbara Brizzuti Harrison , an ex-Witness, in
her book Vis ions of Glory, described her experience i n grade school

(Harrison, 1978 : 20):
• •... Having to remain seated , in my blue-and-white middy,
during flag salute at school as sembl y was an act of defiance
from which I inwardly recoiled. I wanted desper atel y to be
liked--despite the fact tha t the Witnesses took pleasure in
anyting that could be construed as "persecution," viewing a ny
opposition as proof of their being God's chosen . Not saluting
the flag, being the only child in my school who did not contribute to the Red Cross (the Witnesses consider preaching t he
gospel the only act of charity worth per f orming), and not
bringing in tinfoi l balls for the War Drive did not endear me
to my classmates . I wanted to please everybody--my teachers,
my spiritual overseers, my mo ther; and, of course, I could not.
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The Wit nesses brought court suits in response to t he expulsion
of their children. A 1940 Supreme Court decision, Miner sville vs .
Gobi t as, hel d that children who did not salute t he flag were sub ject to
expul sion. This opened the door for still more expulsions (Harrison,

1978).
I n 1943, the issue was returned to the Supreme Court in West
Virginia vs . Barnette. The Court ruled that the previous case had been
"wrongl y decided," and that it was a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to force children to salute the flag ( Harrison , 1978).
Many of the problems encountered by the Witnesses are t he
r esult of their unshakable conviction in the "rightness" of their interpr etation of the Bible. They find it impossible to beliP.vP. t.ha.t any
Christian could fail to agree with them. At no time i n their hist ory
have they sought ecumenical compromise with other Christians . They are
quick to lambast the clergy . The following is from a conference ~f
Bi ble students held in 1924 while J udge Rutherford was president (Pike,

1954: 130):
"'Unfaithful preachers' who have de s ignated themselves as popes
car dinals, bishops, doctors of divinity, pastors, s hepherds,
-r ever ends, etc. , are charged with having entered into a cons pir acy with Satan , in the course of which they have taught
f alse doctrines--the Trinity, immortality of all souls, eternal
torture of the wicked, etc.--and encouraged the use of crucif i xes, beads, holy water, and suchlike things to blind the
people . They have used their spiritual powers to advance their
own selfish interests . They have failed to preach to the people
the message of Jehovah's Kingdom, and to indicate the evidences
relating to Christ's second coming . They have e ndorsed t he
League of Nations (like the United Na tions Organization a
quarter of a century later) as the 'political expression of
God' s kindgom on earth,' an ass ertion which is in effect th e
'repudiation of allegiance to Cl1rist Jesus and the acknowledgment of the sovereignty of Satan, the god of evil.'"
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"These facts are set forth here," Rutherford concludes, "not
£or the purpose of informing the people holding men up to
ridicule, but for the purpose of informing the peopl e that the
ecclesiastical systems, Catholic and Protestant, are under the
supervision and control of the Devil and form a part of his
visible organization, and therefore con stitute an antiChrist ."
After thirty-five years of service, Nathan Homer Knorr died
of cancer on June 8, 1977. In the f irst ninety-eight years of their
existence, The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society had only three presidents . On June 27, 1977, the board of directors unanimousl y elected,
as their fourth president, Frederick W. Franz.
Frederick W. Franz
Frederick W. Franz was born in Covington, Kentucky, in 1893 .
He spent three years at the University of Cincinnati before droppi ng
out ~o become a full-time worker i n the Witness movement. In 1920, he
joined Witne ss staff headquarters i n Brooklyn, New York . In 1932, he
became a di r ector of the organization. The Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society was incorporated in Pennsylvania and New York; and in 1943 ,
Franz was elected director of the Pennsyl vania corporation as well. In
1945, h e advanced to a vice presidency in the Pennsylvania corporation;
and in 1949, he became a vice president of the New York corporation
(Harris on 1978 ).
Franz is a bachel or . He is r eputed to be a scholar havi ng taught himself Greek and Hebrew. Barbara Harrison (1978: 143) describes
Franz:
I remember Fr anz as an ascetic, kindly man, with an engaging
sense of humor and a gift for self- mockery . Much l oved by the
Witnesses, he is as unworldly as Knorr was businesslike. When
I knew him, he was adorabl y sweet- spirif ed (though, from my
point of view, maddeningly earnest when it came t o dogma) . A
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flamboyant orator , he was personally reticent, though not
inaccessible. He seemed to have scant regard for personal
appearance; still slim and handsome in his 60 1 s, he was likely
as not to be found shuffling around headquarters in bedroom
slippers and mismatched socks . His minor, unselfconscious
eccentricities of dress and demeanor and a nature that was by
turns reclusive and gregarious endeared him to all of the
·headquarters staff . I have never met a Witness who did no t like
Franz. He seems never to have incurred the animosity that
Russ ell, Rutherford, and Knorr , all in their turn , did. It was
regarded as an honor to be invited to his spartan room.

Franz , who is now nearly ninety, is reported to be in good
health and an active, working president.
Organization -- Property -

Finances

In 1884, Zion's Watch Tower and Tract Society was incorporated
under Pennsylvania law with Charles Taze Russell as its president .
Listed as a non-profit religious organization, the name was chane:ed

in 1896 to the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (Harrison, 1978;
Pike, 1954, Stroup, 1945).
The work of the Society wa·· carried on by a board of directors .
Anyone who had donated ten dollars was eligible to cast one vote at
board elections . Contributors could cast an additional vote for each
ten-dollar donation made above the minimum donation of ten dollars
(Harrison, 1978; Stroup, 1945).
During his lifetime, Russell was the unquestioned leader, and
voting for the presidency was perfunctory. The Society grew rapidly,
so much so that it was decided that an international headquarters was
needed. In 1909, the Society incorporated in Brooklyn, New York (Harrison, 1978; Stroup, 1945).
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In 1914, the International Bible Students Association was incorporated as a vehicle for handling the affairs of foreign missions.
The Pennsylvania corporation is now little more than a Society mail
drop . The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of New York effectively
carries out the work of all three corporations (Harrison, 1978; Stroup,
1945).
Until 1932 , elected elders had considerable power in local
-congregations. This system was altered in 1932 when elected elders were
replaced by an elected service committee whose function was to assist
a Society-appointed service director . Judge Rutherford , then the president of the Society, believed that elections created schisms at the
local level. In 1938 , the electoral system was abolished completely.
The right to appoint overseers and their assistants was transferred
to the Society (Harrison, 1978; Stroup, 1945) .
During the presidenty of Nathan Knorr, the organization was
further centralized. In 1944, the Society's Charter was amended to
remove monetary contributions as a means of access to the Society. In
the same amendment , membership was limited to not more than 500 . Method
of selection was to be based on the individual 's "active service to
God" (Harrison , 1978).
Today, there is an eighteen-man Governing Body that meets
weekly in Brooklyn to make both s ecular and religious decisions . These
decisions are then implemented by the boards of directors of each of
the corporations. Very often membership of these boards overlap
(Harrison, 1978).
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In 1976, to ass ist t he Governing Body, the following standing
committees were formed:

Service Committee, Writing Committee, Publish-

ing Committee, Teaching Committee , Personnel Committee, and Chairman's
Committee. The term of each committee appointment is not t o exceed one
year (Harrison , 1978 ) .
On the next echelon are district and circuit overseers. These
men are charged with the responsibility of visiting each congr egation
twice a year. During these visits , he (there are no women overseers )
often accompanies local Witnesses on home vi sits, ostensibl y to help
them with proselytizing techniques. Local congr egations are a udited
and a "Personal Qualifications Report" i s completed on all elders and
potential leaders. Al l bapti zed male Witnesses over twenty are eligible
for leadership positions (Harrison, 1978) ~
At the head of each congregation is a presiding overseer chosen
from the elders. It is a rotating position , the appointment not to exceed one year . The transience of the position fortifies authority in
the Society , emphasizing that no one man is indispensible in the local
congregation (Harrison, 1978).
Following is a schematic representation of the or ganization:
President of the Society
I
staff function
Governi ng Body---- - Standing
I
Committees
Boards of Direc tors

I

District and Circuit Overseers

.. I

Presiding Elder

I

=i

Service Committees

I

Secretary
Treasurers

I

Individual
Witne ss es
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No one in the Society gets rich . The headquarters per sonnel
live communally at Bethel, the headquarters complex, and receive $20
per month for t heir services. Frederick Franz , t he president, rec eives
the same stipend as the lowest janitor. Witness detractors make much
of the f act that Witness lead er s travel fi r st class when on tour. It
would be noted that Witness leader ship moves about in no greater style
than the leaders of other religious organizations. None own r eal estate
at the expense of the Society, and all live rather modestly a t Bethel
(Harrison , 1978; Stroup, 1945) .
The address of Witn ess headquarters is 124 Columbia Heights,
Brooklyn, New Yor k . The original building on the site was the manse
of Henry War d Beecher. There arc approximately ten buildings in the
complex; all are called Bethel. Each of the buildings is five to t en
stories tall . Six of the buildings house the print plant; five are
dormitories (Harrison , 1978 ; St erling, 1978).
Residents at Bethel, including married couples, live two to

a room. Baths and toilets are shared . Most of the needs of the
Bethelites are met within the confines of the complex. On the premises
are a barber shop, t ailor shop, l aundry, and bakery. Food and housekeeping services a re provided. The r ooms are pleasant , and the food is
good (Harrison, 1978; Sterling, 1975).
The Watch Tower Society owns and operates a number of farms;
and there is a 1,698-acre farm at Newburgh, New York , that provides
most of t he food required by the more than 1,400 headquarters workers .
Witness f ar m workers produce a l arge vegetable crop, maintain 800 head
of cattle, r aise broiler chickens, coll ect 3 ,000 eggs daily, and mjlk
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a dairy herd. They also process what they produce. There are two factorie s with 400,000 square feet of floor space. It requires 500 workers
to operate the farm (Harrison , 1978 ) .
Like the headquarters workers, the farm workers a re classified
as minister- volunteers and are paid $20 per month. They l ive dormitory
style simil ar to the Bethelites (Harrison, 1978).
Chandler Sterling ( 1975: 120) describes t he Society's printing
operation:
I think: suffice it to say that the sheer magnitude of the
printing and publishing operation of the Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society is most impressive. There is not loitering around
the water coolers here . There are no clust ers of worker s wasting J ehovah's time in standing around the entrance doorways
during work breaks --if indeed there are such events. Ever yone
is busy at hi s job producing warnings of the nearne ss of the
las t days . There is a distinct "work for the night is coming"
_flavor and aura t o t his publishing hive . It is hard t o real i ze
that when the Society publishes anything from a book to the
next issue of Watchtower or Awake!, they are not printing in
modest numbers , as most of the 36 ,000 books that are printed ·
annually by the American publishing industry are. The figures
are high in the thousands here . There is no way of knowing how
their output compares with other publishing companies and
printing houses, but the Witnesses ap.p ear to be ahead of who
is in second place.
It is difficult to estimate the funds generated from Witne ss
publications . It is equally difficult t o know the extent of their property holdi ngs or i ncome from donations. Because they are classified
as a charitable r eligious organization, they do not file tax returns .
The 1975 Witness Ye arbook i ndicates that 27, 58 1,852 books were
distributed; 273,238,018 magazines; and 12,409,287 pamphlets. Host of
these ·publications were sold for very small sums or given away. Distribution of these publications is described by Darbara Harrison
(1 978 :1 32) who cited a Witness spokesman:

-~-
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Today, much of the money that is used to carry on the work is
spent out of the pocket of the individual minis ter of Jehovah's
Witnesses as he engages in the work himself .. • . . They pay the
printing costs of books they receive from the Society and
contributions they receive for them are used to obtain more. If
they give literature away, this money is out of their own
pocket •••.. The contribution is figured to cover little more
than printing cos ts .
I have been to more than a dozen Kingdom Halls . Solicitation
for contributions is never made. Though there are contribution boxes
in every Hall , I have never seen anyone put anything into one. This
doe s not mean that the Witnesses do no support the Society . According
to Harrison (1978:131), most donations come from self-imposed tithes.
The Society has reached its present world-wide extent, owning
property worth millions of dollars paid for and maintained
completely by voluntary contributions •• .• • For years now, the
Society has put a notice in The Watcht ower once a year r eques~ing each one who wishes to contribute during the year to stat e
how much he wants to contribute and how the contributions would
be sent, whether all at once or a certain amount at a
time ••••• in order t hat we might know how to lay out the work
for the year to come; and the work is planned or expanded on
the basis of what is indic.-.:.ted by these expressions. This would
indicate the leading of the Lord in spreading the work. The
work progresses only to the extent of voluntary contributions .••
The Witnesses have managed to pay as they go .
The reason the Society does not make public financial statements is probably due to past problems with tax collectors. The most
notable of these difficulties occurred in 1971 when the state of New
York enacted a law permitting taxation of property not

11

used

exclusively for religious, charitable, hospital , educational, moral, or
mental improvement of men , women, and children." The Witnesses paid,
under protest, $2,000,000 to the City of New York (Harrison, 1978) .
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On July 11, 1974, tax exemption was restored to the Society
by the New York Court of Appeals. The decision was that the Society
was "organized and conducted exclusively for religious purposes within
the meaning of the statute" ( Harrison, 1978) .

The public, members of other faiths, and legislators generally
do not unders tand the Witne ss position on charity. There a re no organized charities within the Witness schema; no hospitals , no clinic s ,
no food programs. The Society believes the Armageddon is so near that
all available funds must be spent in the promulgation of

11

the truth"

(Harrison, 1978; Pike, 1954; Stroup, 1945).
_T his does not mean that t he Witnesses are not charitable . Time
after time I observed them helping each other. Aid usually comes in
the form of services such as babysitting, marketing for the elderly,
transportation, and reading scripture to the infirm. I feel certain,
too, that they come to each other's aid financially . My observer posture was that of a marginally pot ential convert. I was not privy to
the private interactions of members who saw each other on a r egular
basis for years.
Charity is an individual responsibility for the Witnesses . To
be charitable permeates Society literature. During the course of this
dissertation , thousands of Cuban refugees entered this country. The
local congregations heard of a handful of Cuban Witnes ses confined in a
distant camp. They kept a watchful eye on a nearby relocation camp for
needy Witnesse s . They were r eady to find housing, provide food and
clothing, and help ~ny incoming Witnes s find a job . Their disapp6intment was obvi ous when the opportunity to provide such ser vi ces did not
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occur .
There has been no hint of scandal i n t he Witness community
since the days of Charles Russell. Though the "miracle wheat " may not
have had marvelous properties , there is no r eason to believe that Russell didn' t think it did have. The origin of the saying can't be traced
to a notable, but i t is often said tha t no one is easier to sell than
a salesman; and Russell was a super b salesman. It must also be noted
that Pastor Russell offered to return t he purchase price of the wheat
to anyone who was dissatisfied.
Russell' s s t atement in an edition of the 1914 Watchtower
appears to be as t rue today as it was then.
We have no church organization in the ordinary s ense of the
word , no bondage of any kind , no obligation to pay, either to
the parent society or anybody else, either ten percent or any
other sum . • • .. No solicitati ons for money in any way are authorized by the Society; ..... every amount, therefore , that has come
into our hands, and been used , has been a voluntary donat ion
from a willing heart ..••. It is true of the Lor d ' s people in
general . ••• • that among t hem are not many ri ch, not many
learned, not many noble, but chiefly the poor of this
world •• • •. One million dollars has been spent in the service
of present truth this year.
The Unification Church-- Sun Myung Moon
Sun Myung Moon was born in a rural area of North Korea on
January 6, 1920. Like Charles Taze Russell , Moon's parents were Presbyterians . At age 16, on Easter morning, Moon claims that Jesus came to
him in a vision and told him to complete His, Christ's , mission
(Lofland, 1977; Sparks , 1979) .
Unification literature dec l ares that Moon struggled with the
burden that Chris t put on him for the next nine years. Through pr ayer
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and study, Moon developed what he labeled the Divine Principle, the
foundation of the Unification Church. In 1938, Moon went to Japan to
study electrical engineering . It wasn't until 1948 that he brought his
religious mission to the attention of the public (Lofland, 1977;
Sparks , 1979) .
His message was first preached in Pyongyang, North Korea, the
city known as the "Jerusalem of the East." There are many religious
groups, and factions of those groups, in both North and South Korea.
The Koreas are a hotbed of religious activity. The "Divine Principle"
was just one of many ideologies caught up in a struggle for survival
(Lofland, 1977; Sparks , 1979).
North Korea was Rus sian occupied when Moen began his mission.
Because his preaching caused agitation , he was sent , in 1948, to a
labor camp. Despite the horrendous conditions typical in such camps,
Moon ~anaged to survive. On October 17, 1950 , he was liberated by U.N.
Forces. He was able to locate two disciples, all that was left of his
original church, and the three fled to Pusan, South Korea, arriving
there in January of 1951 (Sontag, 1979).
Pusan was a refugee town. There , Moon found new followers. They
lived communally in a mud hut with each follower working to support the
small commune. Moon worked as a stevedore by day, and at night he
completed his writing of the "Divine Principle." After a six-year
hiatus, he r eturned to public preaching in 1954. The Unification Church
sent its first missionary abroad, to Japan , i n 1958. Despite the decades of hostility ~hat existed between Japan and Korea, and that
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Christianity has never been popular in Japan , the mission was a
success. It i s quite poss ible that there are more members of the
Unification Church in Japan than there are in Korea (Sontag , 1979) .

In 1959, the Unification Church sent its first missionary to
the United States. Miss Yoon Sook Lee (Lofland's Fictitious Names 1972)
was forty-four when she entered this country. She had been a college
professor in Korea and had reasonable command of the English language.
John Lofland, author of Doomsday Cult, had the good fortune of encountering Miss Lee in San Francisco in 1962. He viewed her and her handful
of followers as a bunch of kooks with no future. He had no idea that
the group's membership would burgeon into the tens of thousands. It
was sociological serendipity that allowed Lofland to be in on the birth
and growth of a significant social movement (Sontag, 1979; Lofland ,
1977 ).
Moon, like Russell , had marital problems . His first wife
divorced him. The Unification Church posture is that she jus t could not
understand his "Divine Mission." A number of authors have made the
assertion that Moon did a lot of "sleeping around." The following quote
from The Mind Bender s by Jack Sparks is typical. "He says it was because she didn't understand his mission . (It is possible, though, that
hi s fathering of a child by another woman may have had some bearing
on the matter. Korean Christians claim he has slept with , lived with,
and married several women)." If t he above statement is true, it is
certainly not well documented. "Korea n Christians" is a rather general
sourc e (Sontag, 19Z9; Sparks, 1979).
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It is doubtful that he has been guilty of sexual misconduct
while in the United States. Most Americans find the movement dista.s teful . Because of this, reporters find the movement newsworthy. If Reverend Moon is the immoral mountebank his detractor s would have us
believe, someone would probably have noticed . At any rate, in 1960 ,
Moon married a young Korean woman, Hak-Ja Han, who is sympathetic to
the movement. An obviously prolific woman , the Moons now have four sons
and three daughters (Sparks , 1979).
Moon , l ike Russell was, is a charismatic. An effective speaker
in his native tongue, he radiates affability and appear s to be accessible t o his fol lowe r s. It should be noted that he seems particularly
to enjoy courting t he friendship of notable s . A man who l ikes to be
photographed, Moon has managed to be pictured with many members of
Congress, mayors of major cities, as well as heads of state and the
Secretary Genral of the United Nat i ons (Lofland , _1977).
Charles T. Russell never mixed politics and religion. The
Reverend Moon frequently does. Through Watergate, Mo on supported
Richard Nixon. He claimed t hat God came t o him i n a vision and told him
that America had to forgive President Nixon . Ostensibly i n re_sponse to
this vision , he made a 32- city tour to pass God's work on t o the
American public. In 1973, Nixon met with one group of Moon's followers
in front of the White House. They fel l to their knees in admiration of
the President. I n a private audience with Mr . Nixon , Moon is purported
to have urged the President not to "knuckle under ," to cont inue the
fight (Lofland , 1979 ).
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Moon , lik e Russell was, is more than just a preacher. Both were
businessmen; neither afraid of a gamble . Lofland ( 1979: 294-295)
describe s how a Madi son Square Garden event was staged.
Seven hundred or more DP's wer e concentrat ed in New York City
and coordinated with several hundred regional members in a
saturation campaign of enticement and publicity. Tickets wer e
given away in the street in exchange fo r the recipient ' s name
and address. His name indexed by ZIP code, each ticket holder
was visit ed a t home by a team and was counted as a likely
att endant after three positive contacts . Each member had t o
visit 120 homes and each mobile team was r esponsible for filling 2,500 of Madison Square Gard en's 20,000 seats. Buses wer e
chartered and r ides wer e provided for more distant r ecipients.
A media blitz of newspapers, TV, radio, billboards , and posters
made it impossible for any New Yorker not to know of the upcoming r ally. Most newsworthy, members pl ast ered blue posters by
the thousands in every legal place and some that wer e not ,
virtually papering the city blue ..• .•
This intensive advance work, combined with $300,000 in media
and other accoutrements t urned out a cr owd of, indeed , thousands more than the Garden could seat . For , in their zeal, the
DP's had given away (but not followed up on) a quarter of a
million tickets .. . . .
The night before the Garden event, a "preview" roast be1:f
dinner for 1, 600 "dignitaries " was staged at the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel (40,000). A monsignor offered the opening prayer .
Most gues ts were reported not to know why they had been invit~d
or who Moon might be; it was a nice free dinner.
Moon' s speech was printed in full page ads in a subsequent New
York Times at a cost of $12, 000 per page .
The Reverend Moon made simil ar stops in seven other cities.
The estimated cos t of each stop was from $300,000 to $500,000 ( Lofland,
1977) .
There is considerable speculation as to what Moon hims.:;lf
believes. I s he pure charlatan , or i s he self-deluded? Does he believe
he is the second Messiah?
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Jack Sparks, author of The Mind Benders ( 1979 : 132), makes the
foll owi ng comments:
Now I've talked to people in the Unification Church and peopl e
who have been in and left . Here is a plain fact: Though Moon
never quite claims it in public, his followers believe he is
the Lord of the Second Advent . Also , it is quite cl ear he wants
them to believe that • • ... What Malarkey! Thi s is one of the most
.amazing schemes a human being has ever devised to deceive
pe ople and t o br i ng them under oppressive domination .

Lofland (1977:342) sees Moon in an altogether different l ight.
Looking specifically at Moon , however , I think his behavior
is expl icable and rational on the premise that he actually
believes what his followers believe he belieyes: He is the
Mes siah who wil l restore t he world to a perfect, God- ruled
Garden of Eden, and all the rest . Why else would he spend many
millions of dollars to try to gain legitimacy in the eyes of
political , r eligious and other leaders, and the mass of citize ns? Why el se would he throw his movement full tilt into financially 2.!l':! :c~'!!:1::ly ccstl y car:;p~igr,:; t o :i,eet pOl,·erful peo_!Jle
and stage ral lies? Why else would he plunge his movement into
maximum debt for enormously more real estate than he or his
movement coul d use in 1974-76, unless he believed the world
was on its way to him--that he would shortly rule under God' s direct command? The stretched-to-the-maximum mobilization of
his moveme~t in 1972-74 was by his own declaration predicated
on the hope of imminent success. If his aims were mere wealth
and movement power, he need not have gone to all that trouble
and expense to get them . He alr eady had a l arge amount of both.

We might with accuracy say he is deluded or even insane , but
-not insincere . He has gone to too much trouble for which he
has gotten very little, a "little" he surely would have fore seen , recognized and avoided if he were a mere charlatan. Indeed , it is because he "does believe" his own r eligion that
he has brought his movement to otherwise unneces sary grief!
Duri ng the c our se of this disser tation, I had the oppor tunity
of teaching a course ent itled Extraordinary Groups . In preparing t his
course, I r ea d t he biographies of many r eligious cynosures . I find
Lofland ' s evaluation plausible . Though not within t he purview of t his
study, I would like ·to proffer a t heor etical perspective.
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It is my contention that mo st religious cynosures are sincere .
Most are men who have spent considerable time s tudying and trying to
understand the Bible. If they are charismatic, they attract an audience
who will listen to them. These disciples in turn , l avish love and
adoration on the leader, and through thei r professed do ctrinal agreement , strengthen the convictions of t he innovator .
Some of the more a rdent followers begin to believe that the
leader's Biblical interpretations are God inspired . These disciples
then begin to r efer to the leader as a special prophet, a visionary,
or in the case of the Second Adventist, he may even be thought of as
the returned Messiah.
In the beginning, most charismatics deny such special
importa nce. As their ranks grow, the follower adulation increases, it ·
required an especially "good" state of mind for t he l eader not to
accept the canonization of his flo~k . It would appear that , among
others , Billy Graham and Or al Rober ts have such a "good" state of mind .
On the other hand , it is obvious that, among others , James Jones and Father Divine did not. I t is my opinion that these men gradually came
to believe in their Deity .
It mus t be noted that Charles Taze Russell was not completely
free of such self-aggrandizement. According to Stroup ( 1945:8):
He did , however , believe that h e held a divinely appointed
position . In one of his w-::rk s he l ikened himself to a "Combination Timelock . 11 The course of history now called for the
opening of the divine secret s which compris ed the theological
treasure of his movement and he was the only one who knew the
"combination."
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Organization -

Property -- Finances

It is even more difficult to ascertain the worth of the Unification Church than it is to guess at the worth of the Jehovah's Witnessess . The Moonies are involved in a greater var iety of businesses
and activities. The Witnesses who live communally on the farms and at
Bethel are concentrated and can be counted. It is estimated by Sparks
and Lofland that there are 7,000 core members and 30,000 peripheral
members of the Unification Church in the United States. Core members
usually live communally and exchange their labors for room and board.
Strongly committed peripheral members live outside the commune but
contribute everything beyond what is necessary for a spartan existence
to the church {Cohen , 1975; Lofland, 1977; Sparks, 1979) .

It is generally conceded that seed money for Moon's
evangelistic endeavor in the United States came from the Japanese and
Korea·.,. Unification Church . World-wide, the church was wealthy long

before Moon set foot on American s oil . Foreign enterprises include a
tea packaging business , an armaments assembl y plant , and a stoneware
manufacturing business. Like the workers at Bethel , factory workers in
these industries live dormitory-style and work for token wages (Lofland, 1977; Sparks, 1979).
The estimated value of church holdings in the United Stat es
is more than $200,000,000. The Moonies , however, have a reputation for
buying with low down payments; thus, the real worth of their property
holdin.g s might be appreciably less than \,hat is evidenced on paper
(Lofland, 1977).
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Daniel Cohen (1975) reported that Moon ' s headquarters at Tarrytown, New York, has an estimated value of $850,000. With inflation and
improvements made using free, member labor, the value of this propert y
has undoubtedly increased appreciably. Another property in New York
of considerable value is the former church estate of the Christian
Brothers purchased for $625,000. In 1976, the church bought the 2,000
room New Yorker Hotel for $5,000,000 . It houses approximately 1,500
missionary volunteers and is the World Mission Center of the organization . Also, in 1976, the church purchased the Manhattan Center in New
York City. According to Neil Salonen, then president of the American
Chapter of the Unification Church, the center is used for cultural and
evangelistic progrru~s (New York Times 1976).
Reverend Moon, in a 1977 i nterview with Frederick Sontag (1977:
139-140) , elucidated his position on the acquisition of Church property.
Sontag: Your control of p: operty and money is a very controversial item concerning the church. I wonder if you would
comment on how you see the control and use of wealth as
--necessary to the church's program and how you view its control?
Moon: •••.• Let us for a moment examine what kind of property
holdings we have. As you know, our church has acquired the old
New Yorker Hotel on Eighty Avenue and Thirty-fourth Street .
This gigantic two-thousand-room hotel was lying dead in the
mid st of Manhattan. When I first looked i nside it, I could not
believe my eyes. It looked as though it had been bombed . It
looked like Seoul after the Korean War . I could not understand
how such a disaster area could be in the very heart of New York
City .

We bought and are re stori11g this bui lding to full life. We are
presently using it as our movement's World Mission Headquarters. The kingdom of God is the kingdom of use. It's like
resurrecting a dead body and bringing it to the use of God .
The New Yorker is typical of many of our r eal-estate purchases .
We purchase dead, wasted property and restore it to full use
for God and humani t y. We purchased the defunct former Columbia
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University Club, gave it new life, and are now using it as our
U.S church headquarters. We also purchased Manhattan Center. It
used to be New York 's most famous opera hou se, but · t~at once
beautiful center was left to decay for several decades . Now
our young people have been working to renovate it over a period
of several months. It has become a main sanctuary for our
church.
We have most recently purchased the old Tiffany Building. At
one time it was a symbol of America's graciousness and opulence . This building has become our News World Newspaper
Company headquarters. We also took over the decayed Lofts Candy
Factory and are using it for our church publications department. We also took over the vacated Christian Brothers
Seminary, which had been decaying for five years in Tarrytown,
and its 270 acres of land. We rebuilt it into our Unification
Theological Seminary. We have bought several hundred acres of
land in Tarrytown , New York, as a site for a future university.
These kinds of purchases are where the bulk of our money has
gone .
All in all, who will be the beneficiaries of these? Ultimately,
the general public and, of course, nur memhers ~n ~ ~heir children. We do it as our s ervice to God and humanity . I should
think New York City would welcome our improvements if for no
other reason than that they beaut i fy the city and raise the
value of the neighborhoods . What we are doing is truly refreshing; and once the American people truly understand, they will
welcome it .
Our movement has the vitality, energy, and determination
-- necessary to restore the old pioneering s pirit of America. We
are not only striving to restore the dying Christian spirit
and the founding spirit of this nation, but we are. also in
reality restoring dying buildings and wasted land into
productivity and a kind of paradise .... . ..• ••. ....
Newspapers keep misrepresenting the situation by saying that
I am getting rich. They don ' t say it directly, but through
nuance they imply that I am s toring up weal th in a Swiss bank
somewher e. Our people here with me know better. I own nothing
personally. Our movement owns everything and pr operly manages
and uses everything for the task of building the Kingdom here
on earth.
There are many suspicions about the sourc e of our funds nowadays . Some people think it comes from the Korean CIA, the
Korean government, or any number of places . But the whole truth
is that the money comes only fr6m the efforts of the Unification Church members. This money is the result of the blood and
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sweat of those members. Sacrificial duty brought it . Our
members are the first to laugh when anybody says our young
people are becoming robots, that they are manipulated. They
know what they are doing and why.
It's my desire and goal to leave somet hing here in America.
I am not here permanently . Many peopl e around the world come
to America trying to get something . I am one man who came trying to give everything I have to America . Yet, I am most
criticized .
On July 8, 1980, NBC News reported a flare-up i n Gloucester,
Massachusetts, between Moonie newcomers and the townspeople . The Unification Church has entered the fishing business . They had begun by purchasing a whol esal e seafood distributorship. They purchased and sold
the catches of local fishermen. However, it wasn ' t long until t hey had

their own boats. Recently, they purchased a seafood restaurant and an
estate for workers to live communally. The locals are up in arms.
Because the Monies work for token wages, they can undersell the l ocal
competition. The Moonies have been threatened with violence .

The Moonies are in the fish business in a number of other
places . In 1978, t hey used the same strategy in Bayou La Batre,
Alabama. Moonie antagonists reported that because of free labor and the
tax free status of the church, they were unable to compete . Local resident s feared that the Moonies might try to take political control of
the community. Also in 1978, the Moonies establ ished a fishing business
in Montauk , New York (New York Times, 1978 ).
Other major businesses in~lude a 50.8 per cent interest in .the
Diploma t Bank of Washington, D.C., and a New York newspaper News World.
Entry into the banking business prompted a Congressional investigation.
It was f eared that money was being funnelled into Moon' s or ganization
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by the Korean government for Korean CIA, and that he was acting as an
agent. None of the allegations levelled at Moon were ever proved (New
York Time s, 1976).
The Moonies are involved in many small businesses nationwide .
These include car washe s, garages, floral shops, r es taurant s, and the
like. Ordinarily, management and labor live communally and turn most
of their profits over to the church .
Although the Unification Church is involved in big busine ss
and conventional small business , the primary church business in the
United States is the hawking of trivi al items; candy, flowers, peanuts,
books , candles , etc., Lofland ( 1977 :289- 290) comments on t he funds
generated by t his seemingly innocuous industry:
••••• Hard workers could gro ss $80 to $150 a day, clearing at
least 60 percent since all the peddl er s had to be selfsupporting . On the basi s of a very conser vative estimate, it
can be seen that 500 people netting $100, 300 days a year can
produce $15 million a year for a movement! Str eet peddling
produced money at least of this magnit ude and likely more i n
every year of this period .
This success on the streets was gr eatl y fac ilitated by Moon's
early edict that all members must wear close- cropped hair and
neat and c onvervative attire . • • • •
Like the Jehovah' s Witnesses, the Moonies have been i n constant
trouble with the tax man. Some s tates have tried, albeit unsucce s sfully, to collect sales tax on t he small items hawk ed by street
peddlers. Tax com.missions have sought to exact property taxes on real
estate. Attempts have been made to impose income tax on earnings , the
argume·n t being that the Unification Church is nothing more than a big
business and not a ~hurch in the ordinary sense.
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Support for those who want the Moonie's tax exemption lifted
came in 1977 when a council of Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish
leaders met in New York City. After studying the movement and r eading
the "Divine Principle," a join statement was issued. They concluded

that the Unification Church was anti-Jewish, anti- Christian and antidemocratic. The Moonies, of course, denied these charges (New York
Times , 1977) .
Church structure has undergone considerable change since
Lofland encountered the Moonies in San Francisco in the early sixties .
Growth , of course, has necessitated a change in structure from an i nformal to highly formal organization. The Unification Church is departmentali~ed in much the same way as the Jehovah's Witnesses . To
determine the structure of the Unification Church, I interviewed the
state director of the state in which this research was conducted .
The Unification Church is a New York Corporation with headquarters at 18 E. 71st St., New York, New York. In a recent election,
Dr . Moses Durst was elected president of the corporation. Dr. Durst has
a Ph.D. in English Literature. He replaces Neal Salonen who, according
to the state director, resigned to complete his doctoral work. Mr.
Salonen retains his membership in the church .
The work of the corporation is carried out by standing committees, each with a director who reports directly to the president. These
committees include the following: legal, financial, evangelism,
education , arts and culture, and public affairs.
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The committee for evangelism appoints state dir ector s. The
state director was not sure how many s t ates had centers; h e thought
all but two or three. A state director is never appointed to oversee
more than one state. A state has a director even if the membership in
the state is very small.
In Lofland 's 1977 update of Doomsday Cult, he describes paramilitary levels of leadership at local centers. · I was told t hat such
divisions no longer exist. The cent er leader is s olely r esponsible for
the function of the center. Because there are only a few members in the
Unification Church wher e t hi s study was conducted, the man I
interviewed serves a dual role, state director and center director.
This study was done in a major midwestern metropol i t an area.
The Moonies direct mo s t of their proselytizing efforts at college students, since a l ar ge university is l ocated here. There is a plethora
of smaller educational i nstitutions in the area as well. The Mo~nies
have had a center in this city since the early seventies . Despite their
efforts , there are only twenty l ocal members of the Unification Church.
I don't know the commitment of this membership, but at the time of my
visit , there were only seven members living in the center . The center
is a well kept hous e in an old but substantially good lower middle
class neighborhood . The capacity exists to house ·a much greater number
of communards .
The center is support ed in the traditional Moonie way, selling
candies, artificial flowers, peanuts, and homemade items. The s tate
director said he would like to involve ·the center in a more normative
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business . They have discussed many possible enterprises, but at this
time, they are unable to fund a more traditional business .
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PART 3
WHAT THEY BELIEVE
The Jehovah' s Witnesses
Judge Rutherford described what the world would be like after
the millenium (Pike, 1954: 85-6) .
It is the spring of the thirtieth century . A thousand years
have passed since The National was born. Come to the mountain ,
that from there we may take a view of the valley of blessing.
It is always bright in the valley .•.•. The cherry trees are in
bloom, likewise the orange and magnolia; the roses , t he
hyacinths, the carnations, honeysuckles, line the valley,
sprinkling with smiles its green velvet carpet. The air is
laden with sweet perfume , wafted by the soft sout h wind that
singe through the trees. It is the mating time, and the little
birds a re vying with each other in singing songs of
felicitation.
Hark ' Theri> come~ the sound 0f tr?.mrli ng rriultitndes. Frc-m every
point of the compass great streams of humanity pour into the
valley. They are marching in perfect order, but there is a
complete absence of the military air. They are bearing neither
gun nor sword nor any instrument of offense or defense ..... See,
there is but one cannon , and the bluebirds are nesting in its
mouth with no fear of ever being disturbed. Mark with what
...-,.
buoyancy of step the people walk. There are among them no lame·, ·-· · ·- ·· · ·
no halt , no blind, no deformed ones. No , there is not even an
old man among them. Where are the old folks? They have been
restored to t he days of their youth, and their fle sh has become
as fresh as a babe 's .
There are no poor there, no beggars among them, not by the
wayside. No, not now, because all have plenty. There are no
sick or afflicted there ; no, because all enjoy health and
strength. There a re no vicious, nor cold, hard faces amongst
them; no, not these , because they have all come over the highway and reached the end thereof and have been ful ly restored.
See , their fa ces are all wreathed in smiles .
Because of my association with the Witnesses , I can picture
that procession marching into the valley. Each man is wearing his best
Sunday suit , a necktie, and shoes shined to a high gloss. His wife,
two paces behind him, we~rs a Penney's original, a modest amount of
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makeup, and an inane smile evidencing her role acceptance as second
class marriage partner.
The Witnesse s always look that way. I was i nvited to what I
was told would be informal Bible study at the modest apar tment of a
young couple in my neighborhood . I thought it would be a casual thing.
I have been to Bible studies of other church groups. I wore an old SDSU
T-shirt and jeans. To my chagrin, they all wore the same kind of thing
they wore to Sunday meetings. I should not have been surprised. My

instructor always wore a suit and tie when conducting Bible study at my
apartment . This was a one-on-one weekly session, and I r epeatedly
assured my guest that such amenities were unnecessary .
I thought perhap3 that this might be just a quirk of the
congregation I had chosen to study . The real impact of the "likeness "
of the Jehovah' s Witnesses didn't strike me until I attended their district convention on J uly 3, 1980. There were 12,773 in attendanc.~.
There were more than 5, 000 ties i n attendance . I saw no man without
one.
The Witnesses are as consist ent in their beliefs as they are
in their dress code. It says in the Bible, Micah 4:4, "That men shall
build their houses and swell under their own vine and fig tree." This
is what heaven is to these good folks. I am certain that the vine and
fig tree for each i s in the valley that Rutherford described.
Many would find Rutherford 's heaven on earth a most boring
place . Yet, there are more than 2, 000,000 Witnesses world-wide working
hard to hear the songs of felicitous bird s .
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This chapter deals with the beliefs sha r ed by all Witnesses .
There are no schisms i n th e Witness order of t hings. If you believe
anything other than what the Socie ty espouses, you are disfellowshipped, and all your former Witness friends cluck and wag their heads
because you have been i nfluenced by Sat an.
The Jehovah' s Witnesses, in a sense, are fundament alists. They
read the Bible as though it were a history book. No allowance is made
for the context i n which it was written or the human aspect of the
writers. If it is in the Bible, it is true.
The Witnesses are fanati cal footnoters. It makes no difference
what subject they write about , every paragraph, s ometimes every sentence is referenced to scripture. The fo llowing example from Happiness,
How To Find It (1980 : 84) , is no t unique. It is typical of every Society
publication.
Work at communicating. Do you really make i t a practice to
discuss your a ctivities and feelings? Often we were in too much
of a hurry to s peak and fai l to hear what t he othe r person is
saying, (Proverbs 10 :1 9, 20; James 1:1 9, 26 ) . Rather than jus t
biding t i me f or a chance to speak, listen, try to under stand,
perhaps r esponding, "Do you mean .... . ?" or, "Are you
saying • . . .. ? " (Proverbs 15: 30, 20:5; 21:28) • . ... .. .........
To understand t he Witness belief system, the best place to

begin is the beginning , Genesis . Since every word of the Bibl e is true ,
evolution is rejected out of hand. Charles Russell' s sardonic attack
on Charles Darwin is delightful ( Pike , 1954 :41-2).

These people claim that under Nature ' s regulations pr otopla sm
evolved mi crobe, or maggo t, which squirmed and twisted and
reproduced i t s own spec i es, and then finding use for a tail,
developed one. Later on , one of its still more i ntell igent
offspring concluded that oars, -or fins, would be useful and
developed t hem . Another, late r on , got chased by a hungry
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brother and, jumping clear of the water, got the idea that the
fins further developed would be wings, and liked the new style ,
so that he stayed out of the water : and then decided that legs
and toes would be a convenience and developed them.
Others of the family followed other "notions," of which they
seemingly had an inexhaustible supply, as evidenced by the
great variety of animals we see about us. However, in due time,
one of these descendants of the first maggot which had reached
the monkey degree of development, got a noble ideal before
his mind: he said to himself, I will discard my tail, and cease
using my hand s as feet, and will shed my coat of hair, and will
develop a nose and a forehead and brain with moral and
reflective organs. I will wear tailor-made clothing and a high
silk hat, and call myself Darwin, LLD, and write a record of
my evolution.
In 1974, an American geologist, Isaac Vail formulated a gaseous
ring theory for the development of earth's characteristics. Vail's
postulations did not conflict with Biblical teachings , so Russell was
able to accept it (Pike , 1954).
According to Vail, the earth was at one time white-hot. It was
so hot that it ejected the water and minerals on it into the atmosphere. Gaseous rings were formed around earth like the rings around
Saturn . As the earth cooled, the rings dropped to earth in the form
of solids and liquids . The rings dropped at different times according
to weight, the heavier ones first. Thus coal, for example, is not the
result of decomposition of vegetable and animal life, but the collapse
of a ring of carbon (Pike, 1954).
According to Russell, and justifiable within the scope of this
theory, Adam and Eve never saw th~ sun. The water ring had not broken
in their lifetime. The sun shone through a water canopy, and the entire
world had a tropical clime. The water ring cr eated a natural hothou s e .

so
It is easy to see where this is leading. When did the water ring break?
You guessed it! The great flood (Pike, 1954).

Scienti s t s s ugges t t ha t the world is bi llions of years old.
Russell di sagre ed with this assumption. Accor ding to Witness Biblical
interpretation , God created the earth in seven days . One day for God
is 7,000 years . Man was one of the last things to be created , enter ing
the s cene when the world was about 49,000 years ol d ( Pike , 1954).
Before creating ear th, however , God decided on a Son and created Jesus . In Jesus is the Logos or Word. In this capacity, Jesus also
has the power of cr eation. Using this gift, Jesus created a second son
for God . He called His creation Lucifer . It could be concluded from
this that Jesus wasn ' t as compet ent a spirit builder as His father,
Jehovah. According to the Witness interpretation, Lucifer wasn't too
bad in the beginning . It is t hought that he and Jesus frolicked around
heaven like a couple of happy litt 1.e boys unt il the creation of Adam
and Eve . This belief is based on the thirty- ei ghth chapter of Job.
Jesus and Lucifer a r e believed to be the Sons of God who "shouted for
joy when the morning stars sang toge ther" (Pike, 1954).
After the Garden of Eden and Adam and Eve wer e created, Lucifer
was put in charge of Pradise - the annointed cherub that covereth.
Justi f ication for thi s assumption c omes from Ezekiel. Work is required
of everyone in Jehovah ' s theocratic system . It is not surprising t hat
Satan was given a job, even i n a perfect world (Pike, 1954).
The Bibl e makes a disti nction between the creation of heaven
and earth. The Witnesses are not very much concerned with t he creation
of heav en . The Bible states that earth was to be the dwelling place
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for mankind. Had not Adam and Eve been exhorted by Satan to eat the
£orbidd en fruit , man would not be r equired to die. All men ever born
would still be living in Paradise without the evils t hat haunt human-

kind today (Pike , 1954).
Cogently, the Witnesses point out that Adam and Eve didn't fall
because of sex. Without coitus how could they carry out God ' s command
to be fruitful and multiply. Judge Rutherford , i n Creation (1927:62),
described the relationship, as he saw it, between Adam and Eve, the
parents of all hwnanity .
Eve was "the most beautiful thing" that Adam's eyes had ever
beheld. She was a joy to hi s heart , and he had pleasure with
her . They gathered fruits and flowers and feasted upon them,
while they sat upon the banks of the beautiful rivers and listened to the laughter of the gentle waves as they kissed the
vcrd ..;;.-c-li n-~d bar.k3 ar.d hmTied on age1.in . ~l1ey wca.lhc:u rn,;,,d-> l
the trees a nd were entertained by the sweet songs of feathered
tribes. Hand i n hand, and with royal stride , they climbed the
mountain tops and delighted their souls in gazing upon the
hills , the majes~ic mountains, the beautiful valleys, the peaceful rivers , and the waving forest s of evergreen and fruitbearing trees.
As a spirit being, Satan could not reproduce. Watching Adam
and Eve, he realized that their children and children ' s children would
soon cover the earth. The progeny of father Adam and mother Eve would
-produce an endless number of worshippers for Jehovah . Satan became
jealous . He wanted a kingdom of his own . To accomplish this, he had
to al ienate Adam from God ( Pike , 1954) .
Jehovah had given Adam only one command. "Do not eat of the
fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil which is in the midst
of the Garden of Eden • . •.• l es t ye die." Satan, taking t he form of a
serpent, told Eve that there was nothing in the Garden that should be
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kept from her and Adam. So Eve ate the fruit, then seduced Adam. Thus
having reviled the word of J ehovah , they were subject to his wrath. The
punishment was death for Adam and Eve and all of their kind who
followed (Pike, 1954) .
Jehovah, however, had four great attributes; justice, power ,
love, and wisdom. Jehovah loved Adam despite his failing. Because of
this, he decided to redeem humankind through the sacrifice, or ransom
of his first son Jesus. Ransom is an important word in the Witness
vocabulary (Pike, 1954) .
Judge Rutherford (1926:123-139) in the Harp of God defines
ransom .
Rans om means something to loosen with_: t ha.t is J a rP.dP.m!'ti v~
price . It is the means or price or value which can be use d in
loosening or releasing something that is in bondage or in
restraint or impris oned. Necessarily the ransom-price must be
exactly equivalent to , or corresponding with, that which
justice requires of the thing or being that is in bondage or
imprisonment . Hence, we say that r ansom means an exact
corresponding price.
A perfect man (Adam) sinned and was sentenced to death; hence
an exact corresponding price would be the death of another
perfect man and the value of that life presented in place of
the one who first sinned and was h eld i n bondage •.• .. By dying
he reduced his perfect hwnan life to an asset that might , thereafter, be used to release Adam and his offspring from death.
Judge Rutherford r eferred to Jesus as the perfect man . The
Witnesses r eject the Holy Trinity--Father, Son and Holy Spirit . Je sus
always was and is under the subjugation of Jehovah. When he came to
earth, it was in human form, not as God incarnate. In order to ransom
the children of Adam, he had to be a perfect man. Even though he was
human and capable of sin, he could never sin. Otherwise, the ransom
would be i nviolate .
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When Christ died, it was a human body that was placed in the
tomb. On the third day he was raised from the dead and confronted
Jehovah with his sacrifice. Upon completion of his messianic mission,
Jesus was restored to a spiritual being.
The redemption of humankind means something different to the
Jehovah' s Witnesses than it does to most of Christendom. First of all,
they do not believe in any form of hell or purgatory . A just, wise,
loving, and powerful God would not subject any of his creatures to
eternal torment. Heaven does exist but is currently accepting no
tickets . Only a small number can go to heaven, and the entrants have
already been select ed.
Most Christian Churches ex..~ort that an individual, based on
faith and repentance, is judged up or down at the time of his death.
The Witnesses avow that everyone who dies turns to dust, the substance
from which Adam was created. Whenever hell is referred to in th~ Bible,
it refers to an eternal sleep from which there is no awakening . However, only a few men have fallen into that condition. They are men who
have been willfully wicked; men who have known and understood Jehovah's
will but have chosen a different path. The small list includes Nimrod,
Judas , Adam , and all defected Jehovah's Witnesses. Everyone else will
be given a second chance. Scriptural basis for this belief is Hebrews
(11:26) , for if we sin willfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins. There
is to be a second judgment at the end of the millenium, the thousand
years of Christ's reign, and tho se still adjudged unworthy will be left
in eternal sleep.

V ·
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Before discussing the general resurrection, however, this seems
the appropriate place to discuss heaven . Remember , the Bible makes a
di stinction between the creation of heaven and earth. Man was created
to dwell in this world. However, by studying Revelation, the Witnesses
have come to the conclusion that 144 , 000 uncircumsized, select chil dren
of the tribes of Israel will reside in heaven with Jesus.
This belief has given rise to a rather strange Witness concept ,
"God's Woman." A 1980 Society publication , The Path of Divi ne Truth
Leading to Liberation ( 14-15) , makes reference to this concept.
God revealed hope for mankind in these words at Genesis 3: 15:
"I shall put enmity bet ween you and the woman and between your
seed and her seed . He will bruise you in the head and you will
will bruise him in the heel." This is t he foundation promise
upon which the hope s of all mankind re st. It is, in fact, the
promise from our great Ancestor ior the whole human race !
Thi s first sacred prophecy i n all human history revolves around
four principal character s, namely, ( 1 ) the enemy, under the
figure of a serpent, (2) the enemy's seed, (3 ) the woman, and
(4) her s eed. Because thefe characters are described in symbols, the Bible ref ers to the identity of the " seed of the
woman 11 as a "sacred secret ." (compare Colossians 1:26). However, the one to whom the prophecy is addressed is obviously
the first great Enemy of, the Rebel against , God's sovereignty,
and his "seeds " are his supporters . The "woman" is a symbol
of God's organization, which maintains wifelike loyalty and
submission to Gods sovereignty. (Compare Isaiah 54:1, 5: Galat ians 4:26: Revelation 12 :1 ). The "seed of th e woman," therefore, would be brough t forth from God 's universal organization
of creatures as the Son of God, to crush th e great Rebel , vindicat e Gods sovereignty, and be the grand Liberator of all
mankind who support God ' s rulership . This, the promise from
your great Ancestor, is, therefore, a declaration of war by
God against the forces of evil and a forecast of the ultimate
re sul t, namely , the triur-:ph of di vine sovereignty and good .
The heavenly, theocratic organization referred to as God ' s
woman is the 144,000 elected to serve with Jesus in heaven. The Witness
claim is that it is like a faithful wife to a husband, in this case

·~
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Jehovah's wife . Those selected for heaven will have demonstrated in
life that they are completely dedicated to Jehovah, accept the blessing
of Christ's sacrifice, and will serve loyally i n the capacity of
Christ's assis tants.
The Witnesses have a number of names for this group . They are
often called the "mystery class." Christ told Hi s disciples that this
group would "!mow" the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven. More commonly , the 144, 000 are called the "little flock." This is deri ved from
Christ ' s statement in Luke 12 : 32. The only thing the "little flock"
must give up to join Him in heaven i s the right to live again on earth
as humans . This, however , is a small sacrifice when compared with being
part of the Body of Christ.
The year 1914 is one of the most significant dates in Witness
liturgy. They believe that the second advent occurred in that year . It
was the year when Christ wrestled with the devil and reclaimed !:is
heavenly kingdom .
To understand why the Witnesses attach such importance to 1914,

it is first necessary to review God ' s plan as constructed by and published by C. T. Russell in his book, The Divine Plan of the Ages.
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There are three dispensations. The first, "the world that was,"
spanned from creation to the time of Noah a nd the gr eat flood. According to Russell, this period lasted 1,656 years (Russell, 1955).
The second dispensation, the "the world that now is," has three
di stinct stages. The first, "the patriarchal age," extended from Noah
to the death of Jacob to the Jew's rejection of Christ . The third part
of "the world t hat now is" began with the baptism of Jesus Chris t and
continued unti l the second advent, which occurred in 1914 (Russell,
1955) .
Each stage was planned by Jehovah as a process for restoring
man to his original sinless condition in order that he might live in
Paradi se in the way that He had originally intended Adam to live . We
are, according to the Witnesses, living in the period of harvest. The

millenial age is the age of restoration , a second chance f or all mankind . The second s tage of the "wor~.d to come" will be the "ages to
come." The Witnesses make little speculation as to what life will be
like in those marvelous times , simpl y believing that it is beyond man's
comprehension to know all the goodness that Jehovah has intended for us
(Russell, 1955).
Back to the importance of 1914 . The Jewish age ended in 606
. B.C. when Zedekiah, the last of the Hebrew Kings was overthrown by
Nebuchadnezzar. Russell attached great importance to the figure 7 which
appears in Daniel IV. He multiplied 7 times a year of 360 days. Thus
7 times 360 = 2520 years. Add 2520 years to 606 B.C. voila , 1914 A. D.
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In one of Judge Rutherford's many books, The Harp of God,
(1926:224) he attempts to justify 1914 as the beginning of the second
advent.
exactly on time ••••• nation rose against nation and kingdom
against kingdom in the most devastating war that man ever
dreamed would come to the world. There followed in its wake
a great pestilence, the Spanish influenza, which swept the
earth; and there have been revolutions , as well as many literal
earthquakes in various parts of the earth. And these, said the
Master, mark the beginning of the end of the world, which takes
place during the time of his presence. The evidence here is
overwhelming, proclaiming his presence and the end of the world.
One might reasonably ask, then, if Jesus .has begun the second
advent, why has his presence not been evident on earth. The Witnes s es
believe that His reign in heaven and His reign on earth need not occur
s imultaneously . They aver , however, that the "new system" on earth will
not lag far behind the heavenly kingdom.
Royston Pike (1954:65-66) described what happend in 1914.

In October 1914 the "times of the Gentiles," mentioned jn Luke
21:24, came to an end, and there began the "time of the end"
that Daniel speaks about. Secondly, Satan was hurled out of
.heaven down to earth in a fight that lasted at most 1260 days .
Thirdly, Christ J esus established the Kingdom of Jehovah that
is destined to rule, and is now ruling, as the Messiah.
This Kingdom may be described in easily understood, if not
altogether accurate, language as a two-tier structure . It i s
composed of two sections or planes , one in heaven and one on
earth. It was the for mer that was established in 1914: God' s
kingdom on earth, the "New World," (now called the New Sys tem)
is to be born in the not-distant future. The two sections are
intimately connected, however, and the Divine Plan will not
be fulfilled until both are fully operating •....

In 1926 , Judge Rutherford estimated that 50 , 000 openings
existed in the heavenly kingdom . The entire 144,000 had not yet been
selected. Present day Witnesses beljevc that the selection process ha s
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been completed, the ''little flock" chosen. However, some of these
people are s t ill alive. They are called the "remnant . " According to
the 1980 Jehovah Witne ss Yearbook (61) this group is now under 10,000.
While attending the 1980 District Convention of Jehovah ' s Witnesses, a very old man took the platfor m and gave testimony. He told
of hard time s, during World War II when he stood on a city street
corner trying to sell or give away Society literature. He told of how
he had been threatened by ruffians, and how Jehovah had delivered him
from abuse.
The wif e of my Bible tutor leaned over and in awe l aden voice
said, "He partakes of the Memorial Supper," At the time, I didn't know
what she meant .
The Witnesses observe only one holiday, the death of Christ.
This is not a festive occasion, but a very solemn meal of unleavened
bread and wine. There is no t hought of the bread and wine as being the
body and blood of Christ . It is a celebration of the l ast supper, a
memorial supper. Only those who feel certain that they are part of the
"remnant" partake of the meal. All others pass t he bread and cup . Only
two in the congregation where I attended fel t justified in consuming
the r epast.
What happens to the remainder, those not of the 144,000, who
love and follow Jehovah. Jesus , i n John 10:1 5, mentions "other sheep, "
These "other sheep" (sometimes called Jonadabs) will live through Armageddon untouched by the holocaust. One of Rutherford's books is
entitled , Millions Living Today Will Never Die. They will l ive on earth
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under God' s rule in the perfect Eden that was intended for Adam and his
children. The wicked followers of Satan who die at Armageddon will
become dust. There is no second chance for them.
One of the most appealing parts of Witness liturgy i s the
general resurrection . Thoe who have died since Adam, all the billions,
will be brought back to life and become part of the "new system. " They
will not have changed in appearance, except that they will be made
young and healthy. They will beimmediately recognizable. The first to
appear will be the "ancient worthies"; Solomon, Daniel, Abraham, David ,
and the like. They will assist Jehovah , His bride (the 144,000), and
Jesus with world rule. Because they died before Christ's ransom, they

perfect men.
Royston Pike (1954 : 78) described God's upper and lower house
arrangement as the Witnesses believe it will exist.
Thus we shall see operating the two phases or sections or
planes of God's Kingdom, Jehovah's theocratic organization.
In heaven, t here will be the Kingdom of Heaven, which is invisible a nd spiritual; on earth there will be God's New world
in which the faithful prophets of old , the ancient worthies,
will hold office and rule as representatives of the Great
Theocrat, Jehovah God, and his viceregent, Christ Jesus.
The Witnesses believe that children will be born after
Armageddon . With billions of dead rai sed, the survivors of Armageddon
and their children all on earth, where will all these people l i..ve? The
Witness response is that Jehovah will know how to make th e earth comfortabl e for everyone.
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For a thousand years, the millenium , Christ will rul e in heaven
and over a purified earth. During this period, man will reach a perfected state. There will be no vice, disease, corruption, or death.
By the end of the thousand year s, man should be capable of leading the
kind of moral life Jehovah intended for him .
At the end of the millenium, however, t her e will be another
judgment . Satan loosed from his bondage will gather demons around him.
They will try to persuade humankind to follow them . Some will. No number is proffered in Society literature, but my Witness friends a ssure
me that few will fall into the trap. How could they after having experienced Jehovah's paradise?
A short decisive battle will follow, and Satan will be banished
from the earthl y kingdom fo r ever. Jehovah 's fi rst judgment , after
Adam ' s failure , was against all manki nd . After the destruction of
Satan, a second judgment will follow . Rather t han a judgment of
mankind, it will be a judgment of individuals. All those deemed
unworthy will be condemned to ete rnal dust . Even this untoward gr oup
will not have to suffer the agonies of hell • .
This conclude s t he major belief system of the Jehovah's
Witnesses. However, some mention must be made of their shared attitudes
on issues such as pol itics, sex, health car e, education, sex roles, and
race rela t ions.
Most Jehovah ' s Witnesses don't vote. Those who do ordinarily
confine their ballots to issues such as zoning, taxes, school board
member ship, etc. I a sked at a group meeting i f they didn't think it
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was their responsibil ity to vote f or national candidates who would be
mos t likel y to r epr esent the ideals of Jehovah. The overwhelming
response was that it didn't make much difference who was elected, nothing would change. Satan's evil plan would be followed until J ehovah
established Hi s Kingdom on earth . Several cited Jimmy Carter ' s problems
as example. They consider him a moral man entangled in Satan ' s web .
The wife of the congregation's presiding elder ended the conversation . She asked me, "If you were a· citizen of Fr ance, would you expect t o vote in Great Britain's el ections?" I told her that I would
not. "Well, " she re sponded , "we are citizens of Jehovah' s Kingdom. Not
only should we not expect to vote, we r eally don ' t have the right to
vote."
Previously , I noted that the Witnes ses do not consider sex to
have b een the downfall of Adam and Eve. This ha s not led to libe r ated
sexual attitudes. On July 3, 1980 ~ a Today Show guest, a Methodist
minister, explained publicly the explicit sexual films he had recently
~reduced . His purpose was to help church members understand the normality of the sex drive. The film couldn 't be shown on TV. Apparently
nothing was left to the imagination. Part of his project dealt with
oral sex, while still another episode depicted homo sexual love . That
same afternoon, I heard one of the Brothers at t he District Convent ion
r--'

of Jehovah' s Witnesses speak sharpl y on the evils of masturbation .
The Witness term for excommunication is disfellowshi p. In the
past year, two women were disfellowshipped from the congregation I was
observing . They were guilty of f ornication, living unwed with a man .
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After r epeated attempts by the brothers who urged their repentence, the
untoward women were disfellowshipped .
Note I said the brothers tried to get the wayward women to
repent. Sisters ar e considered the weaker vessel . Their position in
the organization is one of suppor t. They cannot hold office. I asked
Janice, a r ather stable , seeminly strong young woman if she resented
her secondary role. I asked her if she didn't think it was unjust that
she couldn't counsel tho s e who fal t ered , or that sh e coul dn't hold a
leadership position in the church . "Oh, no ! " She looked at me somewhat
aghast . "Women are not emotionally stable enough to handle that kind of
thing." Such is the Witnes s socialization process . I am convinced t hat
Janice is both physically and emotionally equi pped to tame lions without a whip or gun . And if a brother told her to , she ' d chase Moby Dick
in a row boat and take the tartar sauce with her .
E.R.A. is not popular with the Witnesses . However, they
-wouldn't cross the street to vote for a candidate who opposed it. It
is interesting to note that there are more women Witnesses than male
Witneses. Exact statistics are unavailabl e. Barbara Griz zuti Harrison,
author of Visions of Glory , is a feminist who rebelled against her
Witnes s upbringing . Her book is flambouantly written , and I think, at
time s , tends to over dramatize. However , it is i nteresting reading and
mus t be r ecommended to those who want an insight into the role of the
female Witness.
The Witnesses , at least i n research city, do not practice
racial discrimination. I have never heard a Witness make a racist

r,
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remark. There were on.ly a few black members in the congregation I
regularly observed. The Kingdom Hall was in a predominantly white
neighborhood . I occasionally attended meetings (they were never called
services) in a racially mixed neighborhood. The congregation was
racially mixed.
Miscegenistic marriage was quite common in that congregation.
It was not at all unusual to see a lower middle class white grandparent
fondling a black child. I observed the interactions of members before
and after the meetings. The Witnesses did not block off into black and
white conversation groups. Amicable prattle dominated these encounters.
Male, black Witnesses are eligible and do perform leadership roles in
-rhP

church

h;Pr!'lrc-hy . (tll0te :

c>_ltli_N!gh the)' exist: the Wit!1ess es do not

use the terms church or hierarchy when r eferring to themselves. The se
are perjorative terms reserved for those involved in other systems,
particularly the Catholic church.)
I attended meetings at two Protestant Churche s in the same
neighborhood to ascertain if the raci al mix was similar to that of the
Jehovah's Witness congregation. One church, a Methodist church, was
--predominantly black . The seoncd church I visited was a Christian and
Missionary Alliance church . Its membership was almost entirel y white .
If there is one thing that permeates Witness literature , it is that
members must live as close to the kind of life led by Jesus as
possible. Je sus' first purpose in coming to earth was to gain redemption for man. His second purpose was to demonstrate the kind of l ife
Jehovah e:>..-pected of His creation, Christ the exemplar . While in human

form, he made no distinction between races. Consequently, a proper
Jehovah' s Witness may not harbor racial prejudice.
Idyllically , the Witness marriage is the kind of marriage that
was supposed to have existed in the United States before the sexual
revolution of the 1960 1 s. The husband is responsible for s upplying the
family's physical needs , while the wife is responsible for the care and
maintenance of the home. A good wife defers to her husband in all
matters of importance. Many Witness texts, such as Happines s, How To
Find It (1980), one of the Little Books we studied at service meetings,
suggests that the husband give in to the wife on unimportant matters to
promote marital happiness .
The Witnesses recognize Jehovah's Biblical command to be
fruitful and multiply. They suggest, however, that young members consider singleness, celibate singleness, as a viable alternative to
marriage. Missionaries are particu::.arly admonished to give extra
thought before marrying. Marriage may detract from properly carrying
out their duties. Also, why bring children into the world before
Armageddon? There will be plenty of time after the big war.

The Witnesses never write their own marriage vows. The wedding
ceremony begins with an elder giving a lecture on the re sponsibilities

of marriage. This is followed by the reading of vows, a simple
declaration first published in a 1974 Watchtower .
Groom:

I, John Witness, take you, Jane Witness, to be my
wedded wife , to love and to c~erish in accordance with
the divine law as set forth in the Holy Scriptures for
Christian husba nd s, for as long as we both shall live
together on earth accord.ing to God 's marital
arrangement .
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Bride:

I, Jane Witness , take you, John Witness, to be my
wedded husband , to love and to cherish and deeply respect, in accordance with the divine law as set forth
in the Holy Scriptures for Christian wives, for as long
as we both shall live together on earth according to
God's marital arrangement.

The Jehovah ' s Witnesses realize that some married couples are
so mis- matched that it is impossible for them to live together .
Remember , Charles and Marie Russell were such a mis-match. Divorce,
however, is permissable only on grounds of adultery. The Witnesses
insist that Christ condoned divorce in such circumstances. It is allowable to live apart from a spouse who is not "in the truth." The Society
recommends to women who se husbands do not understand Jehovah's way to
defer to her spouse in every way except religious matters. If she
continues to exhibit a "sweet nature , " he may eventually come into "the
truth."
It is often thought that the Jehovah's Witnesses share the same
attitude on medical care as the Christian Scientists. This is far from
the truth . The Witnesses do use the medical profession. They do not
object to the use of drugs, innoculation, or internal medicine. The
only belief shared with Christian Scientists is that blood transfusion
is wrong . This belief is based, for the most part, on Leviticus 17:10 .
"God told Noah that every living creature should be meat unto him; but
that he must not eat blood , because the life is in the blood." Acts
21:25 is sometimes cited as reaso,1 for refusing transfusions. "As for
the believers from among the nations, we have sent out, rendering our
decision that they should keep themselves from what is sacrificed t o
idols as well as from blood and what is strangled and from fornication . ''
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The Witnesses do not believe in spiritual healing. Oral Rob erts
and the like a re considered absolute frauds. The Witnesses acknowledge
that a select few prior to Christ had the abil ity to heal , as did
Christ and the apostles. However , the gift was not passed on and died
with the last apostle.
Except in a very practical sense, the Witnesses do not believe
in education. I asked many Witnesses "WHY? " The consensus was that
college instruction ignores Jehovah' s way. The more education one has,
the more difficult it is to accept Jehovah's teachings . My observer
posture allowed me to ask, "Does that mean that what is in the Bible
doesn't make any sense if you can read and write." I was always referred to a proper Witnes~ resource , 1'he Wa tchtowE>r or

Aw.:il«".

Tf:"

w:>.s the

educated Christ cast out of the temple. It is the seemingly foolish
in the eyes of the world who are blessed of God.
I recall a service meeting at which a well attired, youug,
black man had the floor. "No, you won't find much of man's education
in this room. You won't find no bachelor' s degrees, no master ' s
degrees. This is not what we seek. Our education is of God's word."
Society literature tells the Witness to train his children to
use their hands. The father, as head of household, is responsible for
his children' s education. He is exhorted to be patient . When he repairs
his car, his s on should be allowed to help. Daughters should be taught
to sew, cook, and maintai n a clean house.
A Witness at the District Convention spoke on the need to
encourage young men with ability to attend trade school and stay away
from college .
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I attended the Convention with my Bible instructor. He had a
major part in a stage presentation, acting as moderator for a group
of Witnesses who gave testimony. When he wasn't on stage, he worked
in the press center.
I was surprised to find that one of the larger rooms at the
convention center was set aside for the press. In the decades following
Russell, press coverage of Witness events has not been encouraged. The
press center was staffed with elderly elders who I'm sure could quote
scripture in support of any Witness viewpoint.
"I didn't think the Witnesses cared what the world thought of
them?" I queried my friend. "Why a press center?"
"We just don't want to be misunderstood," he said. "We've taken
a stand on draft registration . " I didn't have to ask what the stand
was. "And the E.R.A. thing will probably come up." I knew where the

Witnesses stood there, too. The pr~ss center may have been significant,
evidencing a sensitivity to the "other world." Little sensitivity
existed in the past.
There were many chairs in the press center . Half were occupied
by elders. The other half were empty and remained that way throughout

the day. There were press releases, books , and pamphlets. The only
thing that was missing was the press.
A recapitulation of the Witness beli ef system evidences several

salient differences between their perspective and that of the conventional church. The points that appear to devalue the system are : denial
of the Trinity; refutation of purgatory or hell as an entity; belief
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in the general resurrection of the dead; and belief in an unusual chronological schema.
The Unification Church - What They Believe
A. review of the Unification Church bel ief system will reveal

that there is much similarity in the generic attributes of both the
Unificat ion Church and the Jehovah ' s Witnesses, despite great differences in specifics. On the surface, as groups, they don't look a bit
alike . The Moonies are young, mos tly from middle class and above backgrounds, and most have some college education. The Witnesses ar e for
the most part working class and deny the value of education. They tend
to span a broader age range, but this is due partially to the fact that
th~ ~ovement i ~

~c~~

tha~ c~e hur.drec years old. In the United States

and Japan, members of the Unification Church tend to be youthf ul, but
in Korea where the movement began, membership appears to be spr ead
evenly through all age segments of the population (Sontag, 1979).
The Unification bel ief system mixes the Christian Bible with
an ancient book of Oriental philosophy called The Book of Changes. The
latter work t ells us that God i s composed of pairs. Withi n God is a
strange dualism; the capacity for male and female; positive and
negative - all contrasts. These dual char acteristics interact and blend
into a single whole . God, then, has within Him the capacity for creativjty , the r eason that anything els e exists. Within God is all the
images of everything that can and does come into exis t ence. In other
words, you and me, my ca t and your dog always existed within God
(Sparks, 1979) .
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Most religionists agree that the world and man were created
exterior to God. Unification dogma insists that creation is projected
from God in material form. All objects except for man are symbolic
incarnations of God . Man is something better. Man's incarnation is not
symbolic, but a direct incarnation of God . God put all His energy into
the creation of man, and man thus became the life of God. God's
construction is such that all of creation bears the likeness and image
of man (Sparks, 1979) .
To further embrangle things, The Divine Principle extends
dualism beyond God. Man has dual aspects; male - female; mind - body;
physical - spiritual; etc. God's purpose in creating Adam and Eve was
to create a Ki~gdom 0f perf~ct ~air s. They

~~r~

tc have billions ~f

pairs of perfect offspring. Unfortunately , man wasn't as perfect as he
should have been (Sparks, 1979) .
Like the Jehovah's Witness~s, the Unification Church places
great emphasis on the story of Adam and Eve. However, their interpretation of what happened in the Garden is very different . Satan, an angel,
was supposed to have become very jealous when God created Adam and Eve .
No difference there. The next step is different . Full of the green-eyed
monster, Satan seduced Eve. Because Eve was immature, she was unable to
resist his wiles. Tainted with Satan ' s sin, she in turn seduced
perfected Adam , and it is at this point that God imposed His punishment
(Sparks , 1979 ),
Like Russell, Moon divides history into dispensations, which
he also calls God's plan for the restoration of mankind. Moon's
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chronological order is unique. Moon would have us believe that man has
inhabited the earth for only about 6,000 years. Sch ematically, Moon ' s
dispensations, from data developed by Sparks (1979:129-30).
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Note t he rather strange numerical patterns in dispensations
two and three. Moon's interpretation of the Bible attaches great importance to the numbers twelve, twenty- one, and forty, mul tiplied by ten.
This accounts for the numerical divisions of 400, 210, and 120
appearing as stages within the dispensations (Sparks, 1979),
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These numbers do not add up to 6,000 years. However, the first
dispensation begins with the death of Adam who lived more than 900
years. Add to this the time that he and Eve lived before the fall and,
using this rationale, 6,000 years is mathematically plausible (Sparks,
1979).
The Unification Church puts forth the idea that a series of
men were God designated to do something to make up for Adam's sin and
move forward toward perfection. Noah was the first such designate, but
he failed because of his family. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob also failed ,
but they accomplished enough to begin the second dispensation. Moses
was next in line, but he also failed. After each failure, the people of
Israel had to endure supreme hardships (Sparks , 1979) .
The Witnesses and Moonies share the belief that God is not
triune. The Witnesses believe that Christ assumed human form only while
on earth. The Unification Church attaches no Deity to Christ . I~stead ,
Moon states that Christ was a perfect man, one who knew God's will
exactly and knew exactly what had to be done to restore humankind to
grace (Sparks, 1979).
Unfortunately, Jesus also failed. But the Moonies don't blame
Hirn. It was all the fault of John the Baptist. It was his job to clear
the ways for Jesus. Although he knew that Christ was the Messiah, he
lost faith and betrayed Him. This caused the people of Israel to lose
faith in Jesus . Consequently, before Jesus could begin His mission,
that of establishing God's perfected Kingdom on earth, He had to do
John's job (Sparks, 1979) .
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To establish the Kingdom, Christ had to marry a perfect woman,
have perfect children, and then adopt peo~le into the perfected family.
Unfortunately, He was killed doing John the Baptist's job. Moon further
emendates the Scripture by stating that Satan entered Christ's body at
the instant of His death. This precludes man's physical redemption
through Jesus (Sparks, 1979).
But all is not lost. Spiritual redemption is possible through
Christ. God exercised His power and brought Christ back in the spiritual sense. In keeping with the system of pairs, God wed the Holy Spirit
to Christ. Thus, Jesus became the spiritual "true father" of mankind,
and the Holy Spirit became the spiritual "true mother" of mankind.

Holy Spirit represents the "Tree of Good and Evil" (Sparks , 1979).
Jesus and the Holy Spirit may be considered the second Adam
and Eve . Consequently, man may achieve a rebirth in Christ but only
in the spiritual sense, not in the physical sense. Like the Witnesses,
the Moonies believe that the Kingdom of God will be established on
earth. They do not, however , believe that those who die before the
second advent will rest in dust. Instead, they go to Paradise , an
intermediary place in the Moonie schema (Sparks, 1979).
Is Christ coming again? No way! Let us reason together.
Messiahs also come in pairs, and God wouldn't use the same man twice.
There will have to be another man who perfectly understands the will
of God.
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Where will this perfected man come from? The Divine Principle
says that Korea is the third I srael which will yield up the Messiah
of the second advent. He will marry a perfected woman and have perfect
children . Then, according to God's will, the new Messiah will begin
adopting children into the perfect family. It should be noted that
Reverend Moon is called Father, and his wife, Mother, by the Moonies.
Together they are referred to as "true parents." Though Moon has never
called himself the Messiah in public, profound implicati ons may be
drawn from his acceptance of the Father role (Sparks , 1979) .
The Unification Church also has a "little flock ," though they
are not called that. The first 144,000 adopted by the Messiah will be
the first to ~ec~ive resto~ation . They in t urn wilJ assiQ~

~hp

M~~sia h

with the restoration of the re st of mankind.
The Moonies like the Witness es give a second chance to everyone . They work for the salvation of their an cestors as well as fvr
their descendants. Reverend Moon has it all worked out. The God fearing
who died before Christ returned as spirits at the time of His crucifixion. By helping people in the "present age," (see diagram) they earn
thei r way into Paradise. Those who di ed during the Christian Era wi ll
return to assist the Messiah of t he second advent with His restoration
(Sparks , 1979).
Spirits of good people of other religions can be restored, but
work is required of them also. They must convince the leaders of the
religions they followed in life to a ssist the Messiah of the second
advent with Hi s r estoration. What about the s pirits of atheists and
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agnostics? Well, they can be saved too . They must work t o convi nce
living atheists and agno stics of their folly , thus as sisting the
Messiah of the second advent with His restoration. Finally, even the
worst of humankind can be saved. The s e spirits earn their way into
paradise by torment ing the wicked who inhabit the earth today. In doing
this, they earn salvation for themselves and those they tor ment. After
all mankind has been perfected, God will abolish hell .
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PART 4
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
As previously noted, the purpose of this study was twofold.
One was to produce an accurate and up-to-date account _of how the Jehovah's Witnesses recruit new members and retain these converts in the
face of a skeptical world. This issue is addressed in the final chapter
Proselytizing and Supports of Faith.
The second reason for doing this study was to advance a theoretical model toward a generic and generalized account of conversion.
Lofland's model for conversion, which appears on pages one and two ,
is tested.
As no.:cd in ~he

__

J:'.L

.,. ___

-··-

'-"Y..LVlA.~

eighteen compl~ted

biographies on individuals who have converted to the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses. For the purpose of this dissertation, I have selected

five biographies which are typical of Witness response. These
biographies are proffered to add to the reader's insight. The names of
the Witnesses have been changed to protect their anonymity.
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Mary Buckner

Q.
A.

What i s your age?
51

Q.
A.

What i s your sex?
Female .

Q.
A.

What is your marital status?
Married .

Q.

Do you have a ny children?

A.

No.

Q.
A.

What kind of work do you do?
Work with husband in janitorial service.

Q.
A.

How long have you been a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses?
There are no membership rolls. I wa s baptized and became active
twenty-three year s ago in 1957 .

Q.

How did you first encounter the J ehovah' s Witnesses?
My fian cee and T wer"" t-....~; ng to g:1.i n ~ !l .lnd~rstandi r..g c-f 1:he
Bible . He obtained copies of the Watchtower and Awake magazines
from one of Jehovah's Witne sses on the s treet .

A.

Q.

A.

Q.
A.

1

Were you at a time in your life when you were expeiencing unusual
strain of some sort?
This was during the pe r iod of the Kor ean War. Concern for people
had been part of the pattern of my l ife, but this world cri sis
had accelerated that concern. Actually, for the first time it
was dawning on me that human life could have reached its end.
Did you feel that you needed to know exactly the direction your
life should take?
Yes .

Q.
A.

Did your becoming a Jehovah's Witne ss f ulfi ll that need?
Definitely yes! I had to know, and the J ehovah' s Witnesses answered my quest ions . For example , I came to know that the Korean
War was just a step that would bring me closer to God's Kingdom .

Q.

When you fir st encountered the Jehovah' s Witnesses were you at
or coming to a turning po int in your life?
Yes, in a sense. We had been totally involved in politics and
had become almost totally disillusioned r egarding the political
process due to our experience .

A.
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.
Q.

Did you believe in the existence of God before encountering the
Jehovah's Witne sses or would you have considered yourself an atheist or agnostic?
Yes, deep down inside, I believe that everyone believes in God.
All of my family is deeply religious. I come from a Baptist
family.
Before becoming a member of the group, did you form a close tie
with one or more members of the group?
To some extent. Almost without exception, a qualified, experienced Witness spends time on a regula r basis studying the Bible
with interested persons in an in- depth series of private discussions. In my case, this involved at leas t two years with some
four mature Witne ss couples assisting me through the preparatory
period. Two of the couples who studied with me and my fiancee
prior to our baptism became especially dear to us.
Did your joining the Jehovah's Witnesses cause a strain between
you and other family members?
Definitely. My mother became jealous of my new friend ship with
people near her own age and was suspicious of our "strange " new
beliefs . My family had been a problem, but my fiancee's family
was even more difficult.
Did it affect or strain the relationship between you and your
friend s?
Our previously mentioned disappointments had already served to
cause a withdrawal from former friends.

A.

Has your membership in the Jehovah's Witnesses caused you a problem in your work situation?
Occasionally . Sometimes we are asked to do something on the job
that would violate our Chr istian principles. For example, I was
asked to lie for my former employer on one occasion and refused.

Q.
A.

How many hours a week do you spend in organizational activity?
Probably an average of twenty hours .

Q.

How long was it before you moved from verbal agreement with the
group to commitment, attending regular meetings, etc . ?
It was a period of several months, primarily because initial ly
we were not in contact with any congregation. At first my fiancee
and I merely read and studied Witness literature and discussed
it with each other. When the local Witnesses finally were able
to contact us, we were in complete agreement and had even tried
to find a Kingdom Hall. We started immediately to attend at least
some of the meetings. We had never encountered a group anywhere
at any time who thought the same way we did . And why not! They
were committed to the ideals that we were studying.

A.
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Q.
A.

Do you seek to gain new members for the group? How?
Yes, I go house to house and I conduct Bible studies.

Q.

How much time do you spend i n that acitvity?
About seven hours a week.

A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

Do you subscribe totally to the belief system of the Jehovah's
Witnesses or do you have some doubts or disagreements.
Yes, certainly.
Do you consider membership in the group to be the most important
aspect of your life?
Let me rephrase that question . I consider my relationship with
God, Jehovah, to be the most important thing in my life, and I
believe that must be carried on in association with Jehovah' s
Witnes ses , as he recognizes and enlightens that organization.
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Kay Jones
Q.
A.

What is your age?

Q.
A.

What is your sex?
Female.

Q.
A.

What is your marital status?
Single.

Q.

Do you have any children?
No.

A.

Q.

25

A.

What kind of work do you do?
File clerk for the telephone company.

Q.
A.

How long have you been a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses?
About five years.

Q.
A.

How did you first encounter the Jehovah's Witnes ses?
Door to door . They came to my house. They were white and had a
little girl with them. (Miss Jones is black). They said that God
was color blind and so were they. I could tell that they meant it.

Q.

Were you at a time in your life when you were experiencing
unusual strain of some sort?
I don't know if you could call it strain or not . I had just moved
here from Mississippi, and I guess I was a little lonely. Sometimes people made fun of me at work because of my accent. It
wasn't bad though.

A.

Q.
A.

Did you feel that you should know exactly the direction your life
should take?
Yes.

Q.
A.

Did your becoming a Jehovah's Witness fulfill that need?
Yes. My life had no direction at all before I became a Witness .
Now I know the purpose of life and my place in it.

Q.

When you first encountered the Jehovah's Witnesses, were you at
or coming to a turning point in your life?
I guess perhaps I was at it . I was on a new job, living alone
in a new place where I had 110 family.

A.
Q.
A.

Did you believe in the existence of God before encountering the
J ehovah's Witnesses or would you have considered yourself an
atheist or agnostic?
Yes. My family are members of the Baptist Church.
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Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Before becoming a member of the group, did you form a close tie
with one or more members of the group?
Yes, I did. I became very close to the family who first came to
my door.
Did your Joining the Jehovah's Witne sses cause a strain between
you and other members of the family?
When I go home, I can tell it bothers my parents and some of my
other relatives that I am a Jehovah' s Witness, but they don't
really say anything.
Did it affect or s train the relationship between you and your
friends ?
I didn't really have any friends because I was new here. My fir st
friends were Jehovah's Witnesses.
Has your membership in the Jehovah's Witnesses caused you a
problem in your work s ituation?
They don ' t call me names or anything like that. Sometimes , I feel
the urge to Witness to some of them and I notice that t hey don't
stay around too l ong. But we as Jehovah ' s people learn to expect
that sort of thing.

Q.
A.

How maDy h0urs ~ week do you spend in organizational activity?
About fourteen.

Q.

How long was it before you moved from verbal agreement with the
group to commitment, attending regul ar meetings, etc.?
Two months. It was one year before I began going door to door,
etc .

A.
Q.
A.

Do you seek to gain members for the group? How?
I go house to house. I do not as yet conduct home Bible studies .
I do not f eel that I am experienced enough to do that yet. However, if I meet someone seeking the truth , I will Witness to them.

Q.
A.

How much time do you spend in that activity?
About eight hours per week.

Q.

Do you subscribe totally to the belief system of t he J ehovah' s
Witnesses or do you have some doubts or disagreements?
I believe totally.

A.
Q.

A.

Do you consider membership in the group to be the most important
aspect of your l ife?
I believe totally. Therefore, being a member of J ehovah's Kingdom
·· is the most important aspec t of my life.
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John Brown

Q.

What is your age?

A.

29

Q.
A.

What is your sex?
Male.

Q.
A.

What is your marital status?
Married.

Q.
A.

Do you have any children?
I have no children.

Q.
A.

What kind of work do you do?
Carpenter .

Q.
A.

How long have you been a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses?
Four years.

Q.
A.

How did you first encounter the Jehovah's Witnesses?
Through home visitation.

Q.

Were you at a time in your life when you were experiencing
unusual strain of some sort?
Not consciously. I just wasn't happy. But when you think about
it, how could you be happy without knowing God's plan?

A.
Q.

A.

Did you feel that you needed to know exactly the direction your
life should take?
Yes.

Q.
A.

Did your becoming a Jehovah's Witness fulfill that need?
Yes. I needed to know God's plan. There are many groups that have
pieces of God's plan. The Jehovah ' s Witnesses are the only group
that are living according to God's plan. You cannot know
happiness unless you are living in God, Jehovah's will.

Q.

When you first encountered the Jehovah's Witnesses, were you at
or coming to a turning point in your life?
I had a new job. I don't know if it was a turning point or not.
It was a·much better job than I had before .

A.
Q.

A.

Did you believe in the existence of God before encountering the
Jehovah' s Witnesses or would you have considered yourself an
atheist or agnostic?
I believed in God. I think I perceived Him as a big one of me.
Created in His image and that sort of thing. Most of my family
belonged to the Methodist Church.
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Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Before becoming a member of the group, did you form a close tie
with one or more members of the group?
Yes, the man that came to my home was a very nice person. My wife
and I still see a lot of him and his wife.
Did your joining the Jehovah's Witnesses cause a strain between
you and other family members?
I don't see other family members any more. At first I tried to
bring them into Jehovah's Kingdom, but the more I tried, the more
my relationships became strained. I am still hoping that some
day they will come to an understanding before it is too late and
they will have to pay the price .
Did it affect or strain the relations hips between you and your
friends?
I didn't want the friends I had before becoming a Jehovah's
Witne ss .
Has your membership in Jehovah's Witnesses caused you a problem
in your work situation?
At thi s point, this is still Satan's world. As long as this is
the case, a Witness is going to have problems. Hard work and
honesty are not valued as highly as they should be.

Q.
A.

How many hours a week do you spend in organizational activity?
From fourteen to sixteen hours each week. My wife has more free
time than I do so she is able to devote more time than I am to
witness for Jehovah .

Q.

How long was it bef ore you moved from verbal agreement with the
group to commitment, attending regular meetings, etc . ?
It was about six months. I was a hard one. I had a lot of que stions .

A.

Q.
A.

Do you seek to gain new members for the group? How?
I spend two to four hours a week going from door to door. We have
a regular schedule for pioneering. I would like to s pend more
time in field work , but it is difficult when you have a full- time
job. My wife is able to do more field work than I am.

Q.

Do you subscribe totally to the belief system of the Jehovah's
Witnes ses or do you have some doubt s or disagreements?
I believe totally.

A.

Q.
A.

Do you consider membership in the group to be the most important
aspect of your life?
Yes, I certainly do.
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Oscar Johnson

Q.
A.

What is your age?
26.

Q.
A.

What is your sex?
Male.

Q.
A.

What is your marital status?
I am single but engaged to a young lady in the congregation.

Q.
A.

No.

Q.
A.

What kind of work do you do?
I am a driver for a delivery service.

Q.
A.

How long have you been a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses?
Just a little more than six years.

Q.
A.

How did you first encounter the Jehovah's Witnesses?
I have a friend who works at the same place that I do. I could
tell that he was a lot happier than I was. I began to talk about
the Bible with him.

Q.

Were you at a time in your life when you were experiencing unusual strain of some s ort?
I was involved with a group that had to drink or use drugs to
have fun. I was never involved heavily with drugs or alcohol,
but I knew very well that I was in Satan's grasp.

A.

Q.

Do you have children?

A.

Did you feel that you needed to know exactly the direction
life should take?
Yes.

Q.
A.

Did your becoming a Jehovah's Witness fulfill that need?
Yes.

Q.

When you first encountered the Jehovah's Witnesses were you at
or coming to a turning point in your life?
I knew I needed to get off the merry-go-round of drinking and
drugs. I knew I needed to know God.

A.

Q.
A.

your

Did you believe in the existence of God before encountering the
Jehovah's Witnesses or would you have considered yours elf an
atheist or agnostic?
._ I knew that He was real and existed. I had no idea of His exact
nature. To understand God, Jehovah, it is very important to attend as many meetings as you can. This is the only way to get
explanations . I come from a family where my father was a Catholic
but never went to church, and my mother is a Lutheran.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Before becoming a member of the group , did you form a close tie
with one or more members of the group?
Yes, with many of them. I began going to meetings with my friend.
Soon I had many more friends.
Did your joining the Jehovah's Witnesses cause a strain between
you and other family members?
I don't have much family and those relationships were already
strained. I don't think it made much difference either way.
Did it affect or strain the relationship between you and your
friends ?
I am glad that I don't have the same friends that I had before
becoming a Jehovah's Witness.

A.

Has your membership in the Jehovah's Witnesses caused you a
problem in your work situation?
Not really. I don't have the kind of job where I work around a
lot of people. If I had to work around a lot of Satan filled
people , I am sure that I would be in a lot of trouble.

Q.
A.

How many hours a week do you spend in organizational activity?
Ten to twenty hours each week.

Q.

How long was it before you moved from verbal agreement with the
group to commitment, attending regular meetings, etc.?
It was only about a month or so. I liked the people I met. They
were all interested in understanding the word of Jehovah.

A.

Q.
A.

Do you seek to gain new members for the group? How?
I go door to door, and I talk to everyone I can about the "New
System." I have talked to several who say they might take a home
Bible study course like you are taking. I can't say that I have
brought anyone into the "truth" yet. That is going to be a big
day for me. One is a neighbor who is a baker at a donut shop.
I have another young couple interested. He works for a supermarket in their warehouse.

Q.
A.

How much time do you spend in that activity?
It varies. Perhaps five to ten hours weach week.

Q.

Do you subscribe totally to the belief system of Jehovah's Witnesses or do you have some doubts or disagreements?
I totally agree.

A.
Q.
A.

Do you consider membership in the group to be the most important
aspect of your life?
Yes, without a question.
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Kate Williams

Q.
A.

Wha t is y our age?

Q.
A.

What is your sex?
Female.

Q.
A.

What is your ma r ital status?
Widow .

Q.
A.

Do you have any children?
Yes, I have eight children.

Q.
A.

Are they members of the group?
Three participate fully. Five are , at this t ime, l iving outside
of J ehovah's Kingdom . It is difficult to raise children i n Satan ' s world. They are sent to school to be taught by t eachers
who know nothing about J ehovah or have rejected Him. Then when
they get a job, they are surrounded by more people who either
don ' t know or won't accept Jehovah' s word. It is my hope that
eventually all of my children will enter into J ehovah ' s Kingdom.

Q,
A.

What kind of work do you do?
Material sorter.

Q.
A.

How long have you been a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses?
Twenty-six years.

Q.
A.

How did you fir st encounter the Jehovah's Witnesses?
They came door to door when we were living in California . I
remember that I wasn't home when they came, and I remember that
my husband was very excited about their visit . We studied very
many hours over the literature they had given him.

Q.

Were the Jehovah' s Witnesses any different in California than
they are here?
Jehovah's people are J ehovah' s people where ever you meet them.

A.
Q.

A.

Q•

A.

49.

Were you at a time in your life when you were experiencing
unusual strain of some sort?
We had not been living in California very long, and we were
having some difficulty getting used to that way of life . We felt
that we were surrounded by Godless people.
. _Did

you feel that you needed to know exactly the direction your
l ife should take?
Everyone should have direction in life. My hus band and I both
felt tha t need.
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Q.
A.

Did your becoming a Jehovah's Witness fulfill that need?
Most definitely.

Q.

When you first encountered the Jehovah's Witnesses, were you at
or coming to a turning point in you life?
We had not lived in California very long. We didn't know if we
could stick it out or not. We did not want to raise our children
in that kind of society. My husband had a very good job there in
a aircraft plant. We finally made the decision to return home ,
but it was difficult.

A.

Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Q.

A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

Q.

A.
Q.

A.

Did you believe in the existence of God before encountering the
Jehovah's Witnesses or would you have considered yourself an
atheist or agnostic?
My husband and I both believed in God. We have been Lutherans.
Before becoming a member of the group, did you form a close tie
with one or more members of the group?
We liked the people who came to our house, and we began attending
meetings right away. We went to the Kingdom Hall and met people
who wanted to live according to God's will. It was a very
different experience from what we had previously experienced in
California.
Did your joining the Jehovah's Witnesses cause a strain between
you and other family members?
All my family was alientated, s o was my husband's.
Did it affect or s train the relationship between you and 1 0ur
friends ?
As to friends , we had no friends to speak of in California. I
did lose a friend who was like a mother to me.
Has your membership in the Jehovah's Witnesses caused you a
problem in your work situation?
No. Mo st of the people I work with are very nice. I do feel sorry
for them though. They search and search, and they find nothing,
when what they are looking for is right under their noses.
Jehovah, through His Son, Jesus Christ, has laid out the way for
all of us.
How many hours a week do you spend in organizational activity?
Twenty-t~o and a half hours each week.
How long was it before you moved from verbal agreement with the
group to commitment, attending regular meetings, etc.?
We began right away.
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Q.
A.

Do you seek to gain new members for the group? How?
Many ways. When I feel that I can talk to someone at work or
someone in the neighborhood, I talk to them about Jehovah. Also,
I go door to door like everyone else.

Q.
A.

How much time do you spend in that activity?
About ten hours each week.

Q.

Do you subscribe totally to the belief system of the Jehovah's
Witnesses or do you have some doubt s or disagreements?
Believe totally.

A.
Q.

A.

Do you consider membership in the group to be the most important
aspect of your life?
Yes , I do. I have brought at l east ten people i nto the "New System." If I didn't believe fully , I couldn't have done that.
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Lofland's seven step model based on a study of converts to the
Unification Church has four predispositional factors and three situational factors common to all converts. Using the data collected in this
study, a comparison of converts can be made.
1.

The individual must experience an enduring, acutely felt
strain such as job failure or marital discord.

Inherent in this proposition is a problem . What exactly is an enduring,
acutely felt strain? A person may feel strain without defining that
strain as acute. Job failure , for example, may present an acutely felt
strain for some and not for others . Then perhaps, life itself may be
described as crisis management . There are those of us who are always in
conflict with the self. Of the eighteen Witnesses interviewed, twelve
acknowledge the existence of some sort of strain, but in no case did
the respondent define the strain as enduring or acute . Miss Jones
described herself as a "little" lonely . Mr . Brown said the he was
"unhappy," but he didn't really know why. Mr. Johnson was involved with
drugs and alcohol, but he didn't define hims elf as lost or an abuser.
Mrs. Buckner was certainly concerned about the Korean War, but was the
depth of her concern untenable ?
It became apparent very early in this study that Lofland's
model, as given, would not be applicable to the Witnesses , if what he
meant by an acutely felt strain was the circumstance of depression or
near depression on the part of the convert.
Through interaction with the Witnesses , a commonality of need
was observable. It appears that a need for certitide is a necessary

but not sufficient condition for conversion . The belief systems of both
the Unification Church and the Jehovah's Witnesses are conformity
demanding . There is a prescription for action which covers every situation . Converts are told exactly how to act in job situations, family
situations, and in the presence of non-believers. Each belief system
pr ovides a gnosis for coping with the suffering and inequity of this
world. Each provides an ethic, a way to live by, a definite path to
travel. There is no room for ambiguity in their design. The Watchtower
Society tells their converts exactly how to live. The gnosis meets
man's need for certitude , a light beyond death. The gnosis becomes the
converts' raison d'etre.
Two questions were asked of the Jehovah's Witnesses which
appear to justify this position. The first, "When you encountered the
Jehovha's Witnesses, did you feel that you needed to know exactly the
direction your life should take ?" All eighteen Witness converts responded affirmatively to this question. The follow-up question, "Did
your becoming a Jehovah's Witness fulfill that need?" was also answered
in the affirmative by all eighteen Witnesses. The responses of Buckner, Jones, and Brown were typical Witness responses. If the need for
certitude can be considred an enduring, acutely felt strain, then Lofl and's first proposition is generalizable to the Jehovah's Witnesses.
2.

The person must hold a religiously oriented problem solving
perspective. He or she may well have rejected conv~nti onal
faith, but must still view the world in religious terms-must see problems as having religious, as opposed to
political or psychiatric, solutions.
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The question was asked, "Did you believe in the existence of
God before encountering the Jehovah's Witnesses or would you have considered yourself an atheist or agnostic?" In each case , the respondent
answered that he/ she did believe in God. Fourteen of the eighteen
respondents claimed an association with a major Protestant denomination. Three had Catholic backgrounds . Only one said that he had
previous church affiliation. It should be noted that none of the converts had been attending a church regularly at the time of his/her
conversion. It is also significant to note that five of the converts
had moved to a city away from friends and relatives when they
encountered the Jehovah's Witnesses. Four of these converts had
attended church regularly before their moves.
The Witnesses make a big issue of not voting , so it was easy
to ask the questions, "Did you vote before becoming a Jehovah's Witness-" Only two of the converts, Mr. and Mrs. Buckner voted consistently prior to their conversion. They held a pol itical problem solving
perspective but had abandoned that perspective before encountering the
Witnesses . Sixteen had very little or no interest in politics. Several
still vote , but only on local issues.
I asked at a Bible Study what they thought of psychologists
and psychiatris ts. There was consensus rejecti on. It is their contention that if you live by Jehovah's word, there is no need for
psychiatrists and psychologists. It would not have been in the best
interest of this s tudy to ask individuals if they had seen psychologists, psychiatrists, or counselors prior to conversion. Consequently,
I was unable to determine if there was a change of attitude after
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conversion r egarding the use of these human services . It would appear,
however , that Lofland's sec ond proposition for conversion is applicable
to the Jehovah's Witnesses.

3.

On the basis of t he first two characteris ti cs , the
individual mus t define himself/ her self as a religious
seeker, a person who i s open to new religious outl ooks .

Whether the convert defined himself/ herself as a religious
seeker, a person open to new religious outlooks, is of little
importance. Of the eighteen Witness converts , only the Buckners described themselves as religious seekers. The fact that t he converts were
seeking certitude and were religously oriented people made the ma jority
of converts susceptible to Witness proselytization. It is retrospective-

ly possible ~n ~ssert t hat the converts were open to a ne~ religion ' s
perspective or they would not have converted. Having done field work
with the Witnesses, I can state without r eservation that most religiously oriented people are not open to new religious outlooks.

4.

When the per son encount er s the group he or she must be at,
or very shortly coming t o, a turning point in his or her
life. To convert, a person must be at a point when old
lines of action and commitments are completed or have been
disrupt ed (or a re about to be) and when the opportunity (or
neces s ity) of doing something differ ent with his or her
life arises. (For example, he or she may have jus t lost a
job, been divorc ed, graduated from school, or rec over ed
from a long illness.)

There exists the same problem with this proposition as with
proposition one . Just wha t is a turning poi nt ? Is the "turning point"
self- evaluation or the judgment of the researcher. The proposition is
worded in such a manner as to infer that the convert reaches a las t
straw situation and encounters a r eligious group at t hat point. This
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was certainly not the case with the Witnesses interviewed. Only half
of the eighteen interviewed defined themselves as having come to a
"turning point" in life .
I rather believe that some people are susceptible to proselytization rather than actively seeking a new way of life. Apart from
a need for certitude, it appears that a need for primary relationships
is important in the conversion process. As previously noted , five cf
the eighteen converts had j ust moved to a new community where they had
no family and few or no friends. Four others had very weak or nonexistent family ties. Further elaboration on this aspect of conversion
is discussed in the chapter Proselytization and Supports of Faith .
Lofland's final three propositions are situational factors
involved in the conversion process and involve the int eraction between
the individual and the group. These propositions are without exception
generalizable to the Jehovah ' s Witnesses .

5.

The potential convert must form or already possess a close
emotional t ie with one or more of the group's members.

Thirteen of the eighteen Witnesses included i n this study had
their first encounter with the group as a result of house calls. Two
were religious seekers who went to Kingdom Hall after having picked

up Witness literature on the street. Two converted after having
developed friendships with Witnesses in their work situations. One
converted because a neighbor witr. whom he had formed an affective bond
had invited him to a Kingdom Hall. Each r eported having formed an
affective bond with one or more members before becoming active in the
group. Usually strong affective bonds are formed in the proselytization
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process which is discussed in the next chapt~r.

6.

Ties with persons outside the group must be non-existent
or neutralized.

Four of the eighteen Witnesses involved in this study reported
that family ties were weak prior to joining the Jehovah's Witnesses .
Their responses were very similar to that of Oscar Johnson , "I don't
have much family and those relationships were already strained. I don't
think it made much difference either way." Two of the Witnesses
reported that they were still involved with their familie s, but they
could tell their being a Witness had affected those relationships. One
such response was that of Kay Jones. The r emaining twelve stated that
family relationships were strained or neutralized. Of those twelve, ten
l1a.J. a.cthrt:lj

Lr.i.1::u. Lo

cuuverc their relatives but had given up becaue

they were "too Satan filled" to be converted. One had successfully
converted his sister . All hoped that someday their relatives would
learn the "truth. "
When asked if relationships with their friends had been
strained or altered, all the Witnesses reported that they had changed
friends after becoming a member of the group or that they had few
friends before joining the group.
Eight of the Witnes ses in this study were self-employed. Two
worked for other Witnesses. Two were housewives . Two were retired. Four
worked for an hourly wage. Eleven reported that they had been chided at
one time or another in their work situation because of their beliefs .
Because Witnesses share common definitions of situations through
interaction, all felt sorry for their tormentors.
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The Witnesses are fundamentalists in that they try to take
every word of the Bible in a literal sense. It is very difficult for
many of them to participate in secular activities. Because of the type
of work that most of them do, they are thrown in with elements of
society that are not particularly sensitive. They take themselves very
seriously. The most important thing in their l i ves is their religion.
For example, I told a group of six male Witnesses the following very
funny joke without much response .
Witness :
Homeowner :
Witness:
Homeowner:
Witness:
Homec-~-m~r:
Witness:
Homeowner :
Witness:
Homeowner :
Witness:
Homeowner :

Knock . Knock .
Yes, what can I do for you?
I am a Jehovah's Witness. May I talk with you about
the Bible?
May I ask you a few questions first ?
Of course.
Do you save drt'.n!,:s ?
Yes.
Do you save bums?
Yes.
Do you save prostitutes?
Yes.
Good, save one for me for Saturday night. (Slam!)

The point is very simple . The Witnesse s encounter chiding or
degradation on a regular basis outside the group . They view such
chiding as persecution, and this become an important support of faith.

7. To become an active member requires a movement from verbal
agreement to actually giving one's life to the movement.
Intensive day-to~day interaction with group members is
necessary .
How the Witnesses interact on a daily basis is elaborated in
the section Supports of Faith. The reasons for conversion to faith are
not necessarily the same as those for sustaining commitment to a
socially devalued religious perspective. The length of time from moving
from verbal agreement to-~iving one's life to the movement is usually
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quite short. Of the eighteen Witnesses interviewed for this study, John
Brown was the slowest to move, six months .
Witness membership is primary in nature. They do not leave their
religion in church. Most are alienated from their families and have
few or no friends outside the group . All eighteen Witnesses responded
affirmatively to the question, "Do you consider membership in the Jehovah's Witnesses to be the most important aspect of your life?" Also,
all the Witnesses subscribe totally to the belief system of the group.
To be a member of the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses is to accept without question all that is printed by the Soc iety in the form of
publications such as the Watchtower, Awake , and the Little Books. Rules
and common definitions are formed through what becomes a mechanical
acceptance of Society liturgy . Why the Witnesses accept doctrine so
dogmatically is an interesting process and is discussed in the
follc-.fing chapter.
Though the Society is capable of forming rules and shaping
definitions, it does little to shape the basic value system of the
individual . This, too, is a subject of the next chapter.
Lofland's model for conversion to a devalued religious perspec-

tive is, with modification, generalizable to the Jehovah's Witnesses,
with refinement to his first and fourth propositions as follows:
1.

To convert, the individual .must experience a need for
certitude, a need to know the direction his/ her life should
take. This need may be exacerbated by an enduring , acutely
felt strain such as job failure or marital discord.

Based on the responses to the questionnaires, the proposition
is now perfectly applicable to the Jehovah's Witnesses. It may now be
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legitimate to ask if the proposition is still applicable for conversion
to the Unification Church.
As previously noted , during the course of the data gathering
process, I taught several sections of a course entitled Extraordinary
Groups. One of the course requirements was a visit to the Unification
Church. Each student was given a questionnaire similar to those I completed for the Witnesses . Unlike the Witnesses, the Moonies seem to
enjoy responding to questions from outsiders.
The Moonies in Research City are a small group. My students
have interviewed some of them three and four times . In sum, I have completed questionnaires on eight members of the church. Each professed
a need for certitude , and each clajmed that this need was fulfilled
through membership in the church.
It is easy to understand how Lofland drew the conclusion that
to convert an individual must experience an enduring, acutely felt
strain such as job failure, marital discord , etc. Seven of the eight
Moonies had experienced such strain in the educational situation. Seven
of the eight were children of parents who are high achievers. For example, one parent is the national editor of a major magazine, another
is a psychiatrist, one is a full professor of geology at the most expensive university in the United States. The strain felt by the members
of the Unification Church centered around the inability to achieve
academically as their parents hoped they would.
The single Moonie who did not feel academic strain claimed no
strain of any kind and responded much like the Jehovah's Witnesses.
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He did, however , express a need for certitude and felt that his
membership in the church fulfilled that need.

4. When a person encounters the group he/she must be at a
point when doing something different with his/ her life is
perceived as viable. Old lines of action must be completed,
disrupted or perceived as unfulfilling. The need to do something different with one's life may be exacerbated by such
factors as the loss of job, divorce, graduation from
school, recovery from a long illness, etc.
Through interaction with both the Jehovah's Witnesses and
members of the Unification Church, I can state without equivocation
that converts to these groups felt a need for certitude . I have deleted
the difficult to operationalize concept , "turning point."
I have softened Lofland's proposition to some extent. As
previously noted, it does not appear that there need be a traumatic
motivating event prior to conversion. I have added that "old lines of
action may be perceived as unfulfilling." Having adjusted the proposition , all of the Witnesses interviewed fit the model . I must hasten
to add that the eighth Moonie now fits the model.
In the following chapter, it will be argued that the social
characteristics of a group are more important in the conversion process than is the group's message. The message becomes important as part
of the the interactive process.
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PART 5
PROSELYTIZING AND SUPPORTS OF FAITH
All religionists believe their special gnosis to be the correct
one. Muslims believe they were especially chosen to be the recipients
of God's message. Christians believe the same, while the Buddhist is
certain he has the answers. For each, God has been created as a promise
of better things to come, sometimes on earth, sometimes in another
world . It is a way to cope with the suffering and inequity of this
world. Religion provides an ethic, a way to live by, a path to follow.
It meets man's need for certitude, a light beyond death .
In the United States today, the Methodist wags his head because
the Baptist is misinformed. He sends hi s kids to school with Catholics,
does busi nes s with Jews, and is amused by people who speak in tongues.
The people who speak in tongues wag their heads because the Methodist
is so misinformed. Some marry Baptists, · they do business with J~ws,
and , generally, get along with their Catholic neighbors. Most Americans
leave their religions in church.
But there are those religious perspectives which are socially
unacceptable. The Protestants, Catholics, and Jews band together to
denounce them. The focus of this study is not so much centered on what
people believe, but on how some people come to choose a socially devalued belief system.
The Society of Jehovah's Witne sses and the Unification Church
profess perspectives that are unacceptable to what might be called the
normative church in America. John Lofland developed a model for
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conversion to a devalued r eligious perspective after havi ng s tudied
converts to the Unification Church. With some modification, the model
is applicable to the converts of the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses.
The Jehovah's Witnesses were chosen for this study because of
the obvious social class differences between t he Witnesses and the
members of the Unification Church. It was reasoned that if Lofland' s
model were applicable to a group that was socially different than the
Moonie s, the model would be considerably strengthened. The Witnesses
are, for the most part , worki ng class. They disdain education . The
Moonies t end to be from higher social class backgrounds. Most have some
college and most are quite young.
Though the specifics of the Witness and Moonie bel ief systems
are quite diver gent, the generics of the two sy stems are quite simi l ar .
Both groups began with interpretations of conventional Chri stian
litu,'gy. Both are second adventists. Each in i t s own way denies the
Trinity. Both groups believe in a general resurrection of the dead, and
each has developed an unusual chronological schema. Both ar e millenarian in perspective . They believe that Satan will be bound for a
thousand years, and during this period Christ will reign on earth.
The Witnesses and t he Moonies have both survived prophecy
failure through reinterpretation of their initial interpretation of
scripture. Predictably there was a loss of credi bility during these
periods , but each group was able to maintai n a hard core following tha t
enable them to weather the se storms . New Unification and Witness
doctrine is c onstructed to preclude future prophecy f ai lure. Neither is
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now predicting an exact date for the destruction of the world as we now
know it, though both predict that it is imminent.
Both groups were begun by a charismatic leader . The Witnesses '
Charl es Taze Rus sell died in 1916. The Reverend Sun Myun Moon is very
much alive. Since the death of Russell, the Witnesses have undergone
a process of change, the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses having become
highly formalized. Their need for answers comes from the t he New World
Testament developed in 1948 by Witness Bible scholars, who used several
different Christian Bibles as source. Their translation is used to
answer current problems through publications distributed by the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society. Though the Unification Church has undergone a process of formalization in the last few years, members can
still go to their leader for answers to liturgical questions.
If there is generic similarity between the belief systems of

The S~ciety of Jehovah's Witnesses and the Unification Church , the
question must be asked: Why are the Jehovah's Witnesses and the Moonies
so different in social characteristics? Each group attracts a different
kind of follower. I discount belief systems as reason for the groups
attracting different social class types and suggest that interaction
of like social class types perpetuate the look-alike characteristics
of these groups. There is , however, a reciprocal reaction. Ulti mately,
a group's leadership emerges from its r ank and file membership. Interpretation of current events continue to unfold in a manner consistent
with the character of the group.
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On three occasions, I spent half~ day proselytizing with an
elder of the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses. Because I had not yet completed my home Bible course and had not attended many service meetings,
I was to let most of the talking to him. My r ole was supportive.
Two of our trips were to lower middle cl ass neighborhoods , t he
other t o what would be described as a middle to upper middle class
neighborhood . Very few doors were open to us . We were far more success-

ful, however , in the working class neighborhoods than i n the higher
class neighborhood . The elder was the operator of a small janitorial
service . When he was abl e to get his foot in the door, he not only
talked about the Bible , he talked about his work and family as well .
He

had much in common with many of those with whom we spoke in the

working class neighborhoods .
Not sur prisingly, a proselytizing but cher does not attract a
colle~e s tudent. He attracts a car penter or plumber . A working cl ass
housewife does not influence a coll ege professor . She attracts a widow
working in a school lunch room.
Similarly, a young Moonie under graduate has difficulty r elating
to a hard hat . It isn't at all surpri sing that the Unification Church
has almost no following outside this class.
As I was being led through my Jehovah's Witne ss home Bibl e
study program, I observed one factor very quickly . The differences between Witness dogma and conventional Chri stian dogma were not emphasized ~- What was emphasized wer e t he similarities. It was months befor e
my instructor revea~ed that Chr ist was not God incarnate, long aft er
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a social bond, under ordinary circumstance s, would have been created.
It would have been very difficult to break a strong interactive bond
on the basis of that one bit of information. The dogma comes in bits
and pieces .
There are no wishy-washy Witnesses. The price for not buying
wholeheartedly into the Witness belief system, after a reasonable
length of time, is loss of interaction with Witnesses with whom an
affective bond has been formed. If an affective bond is meani ngful ,
the potential convert must accept Society teachings or risk losing
interaction that takes the form of primary relationships.
Remember , the Witnesses consider themselves "of another world."
'l"l-. ..
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thing in their lh-es is the Society . In a sense,

they are social isolates . What they do have is each other. They interact much in the fashion of an extended family. Most have few or no
friends outside of the group. Most have strained family relationships
or have cut family ties completely. The rules that must be followed
and the definitions that must be accepted are the rule s and definitions
of the Society . The prescriptions that cannot be ignored are set forth
in the New World Te statment and explained in the Watchtower, Awake,
The Little Books , and other Witness publications.
The Witnesses maintain a territorial map. Almost every Witness
is an active proselytizer. Although the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses
maintain no formal membership roles at the local or national level,
they have more than just a vague idea as to their numbers . Each congregation maintains a ·record of field work . Since almost every member is a
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proselytizer and a record is kept for each field worker , a count is
relatively simple.
Proselytizers are divided into four categories: publishers,
auxiliary pioneers, pioneers, and special pioneers. I asked the presiding elder in Research Congregation how many of each there were. There
were three active special pioneers, all women. A special pioneer is
expected to spend a minimum of 150 hours per month in active field
work. Pioneers in this category receive $20 per month from the Society
just as do the workers at Bethel. This, of course, does not begin to
cover the cost of their enterprise. Wi tnesses in this category are
generally retired or women whose children have left the nest, and the
husband is capable economically of supporting the activity.
There were four pioneers i n Research Congregation. These
Witnesses obligate themselves to a minimum of ninety hours per month in
active field work . For all proselytizers , time spent in home Bible
studies is counted toward obligatory hours spent in missionary work.
Like the special pioneers, the pioneers are usually older Witnesses who
are economically self-sufficient. In Research Congregation, there were
three women pioneers and one male pioneer .
Auxiliary pioneers obligate themselves sixty hours per month to
field work. There were four auxiliary pioneers i n Res earch Congregation, again three women and one man. During the winter there had been
eighteen in this category. I asked the presiding elder if he was not
concerned with the drop. The elder had been a member of the Society
since 1916. He winked and said that it happened that way every year.
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"During the summer, many Witnesses have lawns and gardens to take care
of." He assured me that during the fall and winter , the number of auxiliary pioneers would once again increase . These Witnesses, of course,
do not cease activity entirely . They become publishers for the duration
of the summer.
A publisher works ten to fifteen hours per month in prosely-

tizing activity. Almost every member of every congregation is in this
category . Most male Witnesses work in blue collar jobs. Most Witness
wives work because of economic necessity. It is difficult for these

people to attend all the Witness meetings and proselytize as well. Yet
most of them do it. There were 120 publishers in Research Congregation.
The presiding elder stated that there were about twenty who
irregularly did field work or attended meetings. Most of these were
aged Witnesses who had trouble getting around. There were an additional
four who were in the process of home Bible study. I was part of that
group. By simply adding these categories, it can be concluded that
there were about 150 adult Witnesses in Research Congregation. As
previously noted, there are no Society membership roles. However, a
registry of field workers is kept . Through these records, the Society
in New York is able to maintain a relatively accurate account of
Society membership and growth.
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The Witnesses do field work i n pairs. There is no requirement
that husband and wife work together. I noted that more often than not,
female friends would work with each other as would male friends . As
often happens in bridge games, wives and husbands would pair off
against each other. Proselytizing often evolv ed into a friendly competition. Who could bring the most sheep to God, Jehovah.
As previously noted, territory maps are kept. Often, usually
on Saturday, groups of a dozen or more Witnesses would work a neighborhood. The field service r eport is used to denote the effectiveness of
the proselytization effort. Having made these call s first hand , I can
asure you that the Witnesses are convicted in their belief sys tem.
Often the occupant treated us with hostility . I considered it a good
call when the occupant treated us with polite indifference. On several
occasions when we were allowed into the house , there awaited a Pentacostal who wanted to convert us. The most common re s ponse was, "I am a
Catholic , Jew , Baptist, or whatever." Then the Witness would say, "Oh,
good, then we can have a meaningful discussion of the Bible."
When the respondent stated a religious preference , we had no
success. This kind of response suggests cl osur e . What the respondent
is actually saying is that I am not open to new religious outlooks .
The Witnesses are most successful when the respondent admits to having
been a member of a different faith but is no longer active.
Proselytization and perceived persecution are important supports··of faith . The Witnesses perceive rejection as persecution and
this increases the cohesiveness of the group. The reason that so few
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accept the message is because of the power of Satan in the world. They
talk endlessly of their field work, the nasty people that they meet,
and the nice people that are decived. Among the Witnesses is an intense
common reality which cr eates an intense "we" feeling .
The Witnesses continue to proselytize despite rejection. They
are satisfied with just a few victories. For them, the end of time is
near, and the more they perceive persecution and ridicule, the happier
they seem to be. The world, according to the Witness, will be almost
entirely in the contr ol of Satan before Jehovah begins his cleansing.
Wars, floods, tornadoes, political upheavel are looked upon as good
signs . These disasters are manifestations of Satan and it has to be
that way before Jehovah proclaims His Kingdom.
Belief systems are not as important in gaini ng converts to a
group as are the social characteristics of the individuals within the
group. The convert, over time, adopts the group's belief system ~ecause
it is expected of him by those with whom he has developed an affective
relationship.
Any door to door salesman can relate to this argument. How
often does he knock on a door to have it opened by someone who shouts,
"WOW! THAT IS JUST THE VACUUM CLEANER I WAS LOOKING FOR!" He must knock
on many doors . When he finds one open, he must first sell himself and
then his cleaner. Of course, the potential customer must have a rug.
For the Witness salesman, it is apparent that the customer must have
a generalized belief in God, a need for certitude, and must be open
to a new religious outlook .
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The vacuum cleaner salesman is at a disadvantage. He usually
has only one shot at his target. But the Witnesses are patient. They
don't try to sell their product at one time. They keep coming back.
They spoonfeed the potential convert small doses of dogma, while
building an affective relationship.
Every field call is accompanied by an invitation to attend a
meeting at a Kingdom Hall. If the potential convert shows interest,
he/she is asked if he/she would like to participate in a home Bible
study. If this is agreeable, a convenient day is set aside each week
for the potential convert to meet with an experienced Witness. The
study is conducted in the home of the potential convert.
Though it is called a Bible study, it is really something else .
The session begins with a prayer asking for Jehovah's guidance. What
is studied is one of the Witness publications, usually one of the
Litt:.e Books. These booklets vary in length, but are usually about 200
pages long. My starter book was Happiness: How To Find It. The book
consisted of twenty chapters, each about ten pages long. My instructor
and I would take turns reading paragraphs. At the end of several paragraphs, I was required to answer the question or questions at the
bottom of the page. Following is an example

(Happiness: How To Find

It, 1980:15-17):
Of all your organs, probably the most amazing is one that you
will never see--your brain. It is made up of some 10,000,000,000
nerve cells, more than twice the number of people on the face
of the earth. Each of these cells, in turn, may have thousands
of connections with other nerve cells. The total number of
connections is beyond imagination.
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You have stored in your brain hundreds of millions of facts
and images, but it is not mer ely a storehouse of facts . With
it you can learn how to tie a bow, to speak a foreign
language, to bake bread or to whistle . . . . •
The one who designed the brain obviously has wisdom far
greater than that of any human .
An engineer hir ed to design and build a large computer
reasoned: 11 If my computer required a designer, how much more
so did that complex physio-chemical-biological machine whi ch
is my human body--which in turn is but an extremely minute
part of the well-nigh infinite cosmos? 11
*Question at the bottom of the page to be responded to : How
does the human brain give evidence of design? ( 15-1 7)
We covered only one ten page chapter each week . It took us
about fifteen minutes . The instruc tor s tayed from an hour to an hour
and a half each visit. He would chat about topics that he thought
were of inter est to both of us . Much time was spent reviewi ng the
current status of the world. He was an amiable enough sort, and had
we had the same intere sts, an affec t ive t ie would have easily been
formed . Though I feigned interest, I really had little interest in
the increased cost of cleaning products and the progress of his
peonies .
There is no definite time limit for completing the home Bible
study. They continue only until the potential conver t is indoctrinated
and attending other Witness functions with regular ity . After finishing
Happine ss: How To Find It, my instruc t or and I began a second publication , Commentary on the Letters of St . J ames . The most commonly used
Little Book is, The Truth That Leads to Eternal Life . On each visit,
the instructor invites the student to attend the formal Kingdom Hall
meetings . I f the student has a ttended meetings, he is compliment ed for
having done so and encouraged to continue partici pation .
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There are, of course, the Sunday meetings . The time set for
these meetings vary from congregation to congregation. The first hour
each Sunday is spent on what the Witnesses describe as a Bible education talk. These talks range from the evils of the United Nations to
how to communicate within one's family. The speaker always related his
topic to scripture. In urban areas, the speaker is often an elder from
a different congregation in the city. In rural areas, it is often an
elder from a different community.
The second hour of the Sunday meeting is spent reading the
current Watchtower publication. An elder or designated reader reads
a paragraph or more from the current Watchtower magazine. There are
Questions at the bottom of the ~aee. The conere~ation is asked to
respond to the questions. Many raise their hands. Ushers , usually teenage males (always mal es), carry microphones on metal poles and when the
elder calls on one of the congregation to respond, the usher extends
the pole down the row so that the respondent has done nothing more than
parrot back what has just been read.
When the question appears easy enough, the elder will often
call on one of the children in the congregation to answer. When the
child respond s correctly, the congregation beams approvingly.
This process of que s tion and response is an important support
of faith. This, too, often takes the form of friendly competition. Most
Witnesses will have underlined appropriate passages in the Watchtower
before the meeting in order to have the correct response readily
available. Witnesses always answer liturgical questions with Society
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literature. There is no room for ambiguity in the Witness schema. In
order to maintain relationships with Witnesses with whom an affective
bond has been formed, common definitions and rules must be observed.
These rules and definitions are set forth in Society literature. Whenever a Bible student has a question, he is referred to the appropriate
source, a Watchtower, Awake , or one of the Little Books. These sources
are simply not questioned. To move to agreement with the Witnesses is
to accept Society literature in totality .
As previously noted, almost every Witness is involved in field
work. To be effective, these Witnesses must have a thorough knowledge
of the Witness Bible and other Witness publications. Each week, in
every congregati on, a s ervice meeting and theocratic school meeting
are held. Like the Sunday meetings, they are held back to back. In
Research Congregation , these meetings were held on Thursday evening .
The purpose of the service meeting is to improve the collective
evangelism of the congregation . It usually involves the learning of
one of the Little Books . In the Theocratic School, individuals practice all forms of personal evangelism . The structure of these meetings
is not left up to the local congregation . The Society annually distributes a format which the local congregation must follow. An attempt is
made to give each Witness the opportunity to speak before a group. The
purpose of the theocratic s chool is to enhance the ability of the
individual Witness in public speaking. Reproduced below is the
t heocratic school schedule for 1980. The schedule included the weekly
routine through December 1980. For the ~ake of parsimony, only page one
has been reproduced.
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The Witnesses have five formal meetings each week, each represents an important support of faith. It is expected that every Witness
will attend every meeting and most of them do . One of the few acceptable excuses is secular employment. The Witness, is however, expected
to attend as many meetings as he can . If his/ her attendance falls off,
he/she can expect a visit from a group of brothers. Sisters are
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considered too emotional to reason with a Witness who has been Satan
infected. They take with them a powerful argument, Thessalonians 2.
Almost everyone will receive a second chance after Armageddon except
the willfully wicked. To be willfully wicked, the individual must first
be in the "truth" (to know God's will) . A handful of Old Testament
characters knew God's will and failed and will not be resurrected.
Among them are Adamn, Nimrod, and Judas . Of course, a Witness is in the
"truth." If he fails, it is considered willful wickedness, and he will
not be allowed resurrection. This can be, for some, a n important support of faith. If one is imbued, thoroughly socialized in the belief
that all Witness teachings are correct, not being allowed to return
is an awesome prospect .
The final formal meeting is the weekly Bible study, which can
be held any night of the week. The congregation us ually breaks into
smaller groups of from fifteen to twenty persons. These meetings are
held in the home of Witnesses, usually on a rotating basis. They l ast
about an hour and are much like the Sunday Watchtower meeting except
that one of the Little Books is studied. Of course, the groups are
small enough that the microphones are unnecessary. These are the most
informal of Witness sessions. However, they are far more businesslike
than Bible studies of most churches. Food and drink are never served.
I was able to ask questions at these meetings . At first, my
questions were tolerated because of my neophyte status. For example,
I would question blood transfusion or the general resurrection. I was
always referred to the appropriate Watchtower, Awake, or Little Book.
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After a few months, it became obvious that the Witnesses resented my
interruptions. Their purpose was to complete the Society prescribed
chapters of the Little Book that had been assigned for that week. I was
told to continue to come to meetings and eventually all my questions
would answered.
Below is the schedule of formal meetings that are held in Research Congregation .

KNOVI YOUR BIBLE
It can be an
: OPEN BOOK TO YOU
Free Bible courses each week
SUNDAY

BIBLE EDUCAT!ONAL TALK

9:oo·a.m.

A. different vital topic . on current needs each weelc

' .. WATCHTOWER STUDY

10:00 a.m.

·· A flllHtion-and-onswer meeting on nlecfed Bible s ubjects
TUESDAY

• CONGREGATION BIBLE STUDY

7:30 p .m.

•--A a,slemalic discussion of religion's role in your life
THURSDAY

THEOCRATIC SCHOOL

7:30 p.m.

A speaking course featuring the teachings of the Sible

SERVICE MEETING
-~Cl~! -~emonstrations on practical

UH

8: 30 p.m.
of Bible knowledge

All lnlereslcd Persons Welcome
. FREE
No Collection
FREE
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*Note the Tuesday night Congregation Bible Study. In larger congregations, a Bible study is conducted a t the Kingdom Hall , as well as in
private homes . These are not usually well a ttended, most Witnesses
preferring the opportunity to meet in smaller groups . The smalle r
groups tend to be friendship cliques and the interaction tends to be
more intimate.
Working together is an important support of f aith for the
Jehovah' s Witnesses. Not only do they proselytize together, they build
and maintain their Kingdom Hall s together . There are no hired janitors.
In most congregations, janitorial and maintenance dutie s are assigned
to Bible study groups on a rotating basis. I have never been in a Kingdom Hall that was not well cared for . Most Witnesses are i nvolved in
skilled or semi-skilled labor, so maintenance is never a problem for
them.
Building Kingdom Halls is an important support of faith . No
contractor is ever hired to erect or work on a Kingdom Hall. Research
Congregation has a new Kingdom Hall. As with other congregations , the
members built the entire unit without spending a dime for outside
labor. Research Congr egation, however , did not have within its membership all the skills necessary to build the hall. Volunteer s from more
affluent congregations in the suburbs volunteered thei r time to supervise some of the more difficult tasks such as planning and installing
the electrical system.
The Kingdom Hal l was dedicated in 1980. Great pride was taken
in the accomplishment. Members of the congregations who had lent
assistanc e were honored on that occasion.
Because the Witnesses provide their own labor, financing their
buildings is easier . If funds are not available locally, a congrega-
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tion may petition Society Headquarters for building money. This is the
way Research Congregation got its building fund. The elder I spoke with

told me that the local congregation had been put in touch with someone
who had money. I was unable to ascertain if the Society ever lent money
directly or if they merely acted as broker for groups or individuals
who were seeking a good investment.
Argots contribute to the "we" feeling of the Jehovah's Witnesses. The microcosm has a special language. Though there are many argots,
only a few of the most common need be cited as example. Sheep and goats
are common argots. A sheep is a person that is receptive to a Witness
proselytizer, a goat is not . These argots are Biblical in origin. "And
all the nations will be gathered before Him , and He will separate the
sheep from the goats . " (Matthew 24:32) . The Witnesses talk a lot about
the sheep and goats they meet on their field trips .
The "New System" is another often used Witness argot. TLe "New
System" is actually a theocratic system which will be established when
Christ regains control of his early Kingdom. This is a relatively new
argot. Until recent years, it was referred to as the "New Age."
"In the truth" is often used by the Witnesses. This means an
understanding of Jehovah' s plan and l iving according to that plan . The
Baptist and Pentacostal will often approach an individual with "Are you
saved?." A Witness will ask, "Are you in the truth?."
Finally, this dis sertation has addressed the affect of the
Society on creating rules and common definitions. How a common reality
is created and sustained ha s also been mentioned. I do not, however,
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believe that the Soceity has much effect on the basic value system of
those individuals who convert .
Values are shared beliefs about goals toward which humans
should strive. There are, of course, individual differences, but it
appears that most converts share the generics of the Society's value
system before they convert. Most are fundamentalists in that they
believe the Bible should be taken literally . They believe the male
should be the dominant figure in the family unit. They believe that man
should work with his hands , and they do not believe in higher education.
It appears that joining the Jehovah's Witnesses may be an
affirmation of an existing life-style. Joining adds group approval,
justification, to a mode of life that has already been chosen. Examination of just a few factors exemplify this point. For example, the
Society adamently denies any utility in voting. Most Witnesses did not
vote before joining the group.
Most Witnesses are poorly educated in the traditional sense.
There is considerable pressure in the larger society for self-education
and educating one's children . The Society provides support for tho se
who, for whatever reason, are uneducated . Only the Bible and Witness
literature are worth reading .
To be a member of the Jehovah's Wit nesses is to be a member
of a primary group. Most Witnes ses attend five formal meetings each

week. They build and maintain their Kingdom Halls. They proselytize
together. Most Witnesses do their homework before attending meetings.
The Society _does not believe in organized charity, but their
literature stresses care and help for tho se within the group who are
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having a problem. Witne sses are obedient and take such obl igations
seriously. For example, they babysit for each other; they shop for the
elderly ; and those who own businesses provide j obs for other Witnesses .
The Witnesses are
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of another world." For the most pa rt , their

only connection with the outside world is through employment or providing service to the outside community through t heir business ventures.
They are isolates who prefer life wi thin the microcosm to l ife in the
larger community . A Witness will not join a service club; he will not
vote; he will make no contribution to charity .
The Witness lends no cr edence t o any other belief system. To
be saved, one must become a Jehovah's Witness. They perceive t hemselves

The Witnesses are concerned with the defection of their
children from the group as young adults. This prompted the question
(see iJiography , Kate Williams) as to whether the Witnesses had children
and if they were member s of the group . Unfortunately, the sample was
not large enough to draw any conclusions. An elder blamed t he los s of
their children to the secular world to the power of Satan. Satan is in
control of t he nation 's schools and the world of work .
I am not certain that there is gr eater defection among young
Witnesses than from the normative church. I might suggest that the
average Witness would evidence greater concern for such de fe ction than
would the member of a church where attendance at meetings is not considered as obligatory. Al so, I have no idea how many of these defectors
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will return to the Society in their middle years . I met a number of
middle-aged Witnesses who had defected as young adults and then
returned.
I predict that the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses will continue
to grow. Each time a convert is made, a new proselytizer takes up the
banner. If in his lifetime , he converts only one person, he has done
his job because the person he has converted will seek converts. There
is a pyramidal effect.
The focus of the Society of Jehovah's Witnesses has not changed
since its origin. Though they draw on every verse in the scripture,
there is one verse that is predominant . Matthew 24:14 reads , "And this
good news of the kingdom will be preached in all the inhabited earth
for a witness to all the nations; and then the end will come."
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Part 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Assessment of - Lofland' s Model and Recommendation for Future Study
With modifications to the first and fourth propositions of
Lofland's model, the model is generalizable to the Jehovah's Witne sses.
Importantly, after the modifications were made, the model still appears
to fit the members of the Unifi cation Church. This, of cour se, does not
mean that the conclusion can be drawn that the adjusted model is
perfectly applicable to account for conversion to a group with a
devalued religious perspective. It can, however, be suggested that
future studies using the adjusted model be conduct ed with an eye toward
"' ge!~eric and gener::i.lized. ac<::ou.nt for conversion.
Again, I would like to refer to my good fortune i n having
taught several sections of a college course entitled Extraordinary
Grou~s . I was able to interview members of groups other than the Unification Church and the Jehovah's Witnesses. My students also interviewed members of these other groups, and together we gained some
rather valuable insights. We cannot call our findings conclusive or
even suggest that the i nformati on was collected within acceptable

/

limits of scientific inquiry. However, I would like to proffer some of
the information collected on three of the groups we interviewed.
The _Family of Christ Lightning Amen
The Family of Christ Lightning Amen attacked our city (they
use paramilitary language) during the summer of 1981. They were barefooted and dressed · like extras from a Cecil B. De Mille epic. Formerly
a motorcycle gang from San Diego, they arrived in our city passing out
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a bulletin entitled Christ Manifesto Presenting the Alpha and Omega
the Declaration of Independence, by the Freedmen of New Jerusalem in
the Congress of the Host of Angels Assembled. I loaded eight of them
in Christ' s Tank, their vehicle , and took them to class with me . Very
few students l eft after the mandatory three hours. The session lasted
over four hours .
The Family of Christ is a second adventist group with a living
Mes siah . He was formerly the head of their motorcycle gang . They seemed
to fit the model perfectly .
The Church of Scientology
This group did not fit the original or adjusted model i n some

have a religous problem solving perspective . There is no necessity that
members believe in a God of any kind . And most of tho se we interviewed
did not . With adjustment to the model , reflecting a psychological or
psychiatric problem sol ving perspective, it appear s that the Church of
Scientology confirms the pre-existing value systems of its members and
provides them with acceptable definitions and rul es they can follow.
Membership in the Church also provides valuable primary relationships. Those we interviewed did cl aim that group membership was
the mo st important factor in their l ife.
The Nazi Party
We knew before we interviewed members of thi s group that they
did not have a religiou s problem solving perspective . They, of cour se,
have a political problem solving perspective . Membership in the group
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is the most important facet of their lives. They form primary relationships with l ike-thinking people and together they write nasty warnings
to blacks, Jews and other minorities on public bathroom walls.
Sociall they ar e very much alike . All who we interviewed were
from l ower socio-economic strata. They joined the group because their
personal value systems were like those who were already members of the
group. The party validated their personal value systems and provided
them with definitions and rules that they could f ollow.
It would appear that the model could be adjusted to study
groups with devalued psychiatric and political perspectives as well
as those groups which have devalued religious perspectives . Subst ance
for future study appears

t..:, b~

limitless .
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